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Zusammenfassung

Das Ziel der vorliegenden Arbeit war es, einen neuen apparativen Aufbau zu entwerfen, mit dem
die physikalischen und chemischen Eigenschaften von mit Metallclustern bedeckten Oberflächen
unter Verwendung von Rastertunnelmikroskopie und Laser Photoemissionsspektroskopie unter-
sucht werden können. Mit dieser Kombination von Analysetechniken bietet sich die Möglichkeit,
die Eigenschaften der Oberfläche sowohl orts- als auch zeitaufgelöst zu studieren.

Als Substrat wurde epitaktisch auf einen Ir(111) Einkristall aufgewachsenes Graphen ver-
wendet, weil es ein geometrisches Templat zur Präparation monodisperser Iridiumcluster im
Größenbereich von einigen Atomen bis zu Nanometer-Abmessungen darstellt. Aufbauend auf
die Charakterisierung des Ir(111)/Graphen Systems mittels Rastertunnelmikroskopie und Pho-
toemissionsspektroskopie wurde der Einfluss der Parameter Clustergröße und Clusterabstand auf
die unbesetzte elektronische Zustandsstruktur des Substrats systematisch untersucht. Dabei er-
gab sich, dass die Iridiumcluster die Bildladungszustände der Oberfläche in einem Ausmaß be-
einflussen, das ihre laterale Ausdehnung auf dem Graphen stark übertrifft. Dieser Effekt wurde
anhand des Einflusses der Cluster auf die Abschirmung des Elektrons, das vor der Oberfläche
in einem Bildladungszustand gebunden ist, interpretiert. Auf Grund der symmetrischen Anord-
nung der Cluster nimmt die laterale Ausdehnung von Graphenbereichen mit einer homogenen
lokalen Austrittsarbeit drastisch ab und ab einer bestimmten minimalen Größe dieser Graphen-
bereiche ist die Anregung eines Elektrons in ein Coulomb-ähnliches Potential nicht mehr möglich.
Des Weiteren wurden zeit- und winkelaufgelöste Messungen zur Bestimmung der Lebensdauer
und der Dispersion der Bildladungszustände vor und nach der Bedeckung des Ir(111)/Graphen
Systems mit Clustern durchgeführt.

In einer weiteren Experimentenreihe wurde die Adsorption von zwei unterschiedlichen
Organoschwefelverbindungen - Butanthiol und 3-Bromthiophenol - auf dem Ir(111)/Graphen/
Cluster System unter Einsatz der Kombination aus Rastertunnelmikroskopie und Photoemissions-
spektroskopie untersucht. Diese Moleküle wurden gewählt, da sie auf der Oberfläche chemisor-
bieren und somit bei Raumtemperatur mittels Rastertunnelmikroskopie in molekularer Auflö-
sung abgebildet werden können. Die beiden untersuchten Thiole bildeten sowohl auf den unbe-
deckten Ir(111) Terrassen als auch auf der Oberfläche der Ir Cluster eine geordnete Adsorbatstruk-
tur aus. Auf Grund von detaillierten Rastertunnelmikroskopie-Studien wurde ein Unterschied in
der bei der Chemisorption der beiden Moleküle entstandenen Struktur detektiert und mit Bezug
auf die elektronischen und sterischen Eigenschaften der Alkyl Endgruppen diskutiert.

In Vorbereitung auf die zukünftige Untersuchung photoinduzierter Reaktionen in der neuen
Apparatur wurden geringe konstruktive Veränderungen an dem Photoemissionsspektrometer
vorgenommen um dieses gleichzeitig als Flugzeitmassenspektrometer einsetzen zu können. In
ersten Testmessungen konnte die Funktionsfähigkeit des Spektrometers bezüglich der Detektion
geladener Fragmente, die bei der Dissoziation geeigneter Moleküle entstehen, bestätigt werden.
Somit sind alle technischen Voraussetzungen zur zeitaufgelösten Untersuchung der laserinduzier-
ten Spaltung von Adsorbaten auf geträgerten Iridiumclustern erfüllt.





Abstract

The objective of the present thesis was to design a novel experimental setup for the investigation
of the physical and chemical properties of solid surfaces covered by metal clusters applying scan-
ning tunneling microscopy (STM) and femtosecond laser photoemission spectroscopy (PES). This
combination of analytical techniques provides the possibility to monitor surface characteristics
with spatial resolution on one and temporal resolution on the other hand.

The unique support system of a graphene layer grown onto an Ir(111) single crystal sur-
face was applied to prepare geometric arrays of monodisperse Ir clusters with extensions from a
few atoms to the nanometer scale. On the basis of the characterization of the Ir(111)/graphene
system via STM and PES the influence of the parameters cluster size and cluster separation on
the unoccupied electronic state structure of the substrate was systematically investigated. The Ir
clusters were found to affect the image potential states of the surface to an extent which is sur-
prisingly large compared to the covered graphene area. This effect was related to the influence
of the Ir clusters on the screening of the image state electron trapped in front of the surface. The
symmetric arrangement of Ir clusters drastically reduces the lateral extension of graphene areas
with a homogeneous local work function and from a certain minimum size of the graphene areas
the excitation of an electron to a stable state in a Coulomb-like potential is not possible anymore.
Furthermore, time and angle resolved measurements were carried out to unravel the lifetime and
dispersion of the image potential states prior to and after the deposition of metal clusters onto the
Ir(111)/graphene surface.

In a next set of experiments the adsorption of two different organosulfur molecules, namely
butanethiol and 3-bromothiophenol, on the Ir(111)/graphene/Ir cluster system was studied via
the combination of PES and STM. The choice of these molecules relied on the particular possibil-
ity to directly map the single chemisorbed molecules via room temperature STM. Both selected
thiols were found to exhibit a geometric adsorption pattern, which is identical for the molecule
adsorption on the bare Ir(111) surface and on the Ir clusters, respectively. However, a detailed
STM image analysis found the two different molecules investigated to exhibit distinctly different
adsorption structures which were discussed with regard to the electronic and sterical properties
of the different alkyl end groups.

In preparation for the future investigation of photoinduced reactions within the new exper-
imental setup slight constructional modifications on the photoemission spectrometer were con-
ducted to additionally employ it as a time-of-flight mass spectrometer. In first test measurements
the functional capability of the spectrometer to detect charged fragments formed upon the laser
induced decomposition of suitable molecules was confirmed. Therefore, all requirements to probe
the time-dependent photodissociation dynamics of molecules adsorbed to the geometric Ir cluster
array are fulfilled.





1 Introduction

The ability to explore phenomena in real time is essentially limited by the temporal detection sen-
sitivity of the analysis unit. In 1878 the initial steps towards time intervals in the millisecond to
microsecond range, which is shorter than the response time of the human eye, were made by the
motion pictures of Eadweard Muybridge showing a galloping horse [1]. Within the following 100
years, the possible resolution was enhanced by 10 orders of magnitude reaching the femtosec-
ond scale [2, 3] - the time domain of nuclear motion during chemical bond formation, breaking
or rearrangement. From this point the femtochemistry became a central field to understand the
fundamental dynamics of chemical reactions [2, 4–7]. The pioneering work to monitor these pro-
cesses in real time by means of ultrafast time-resolved pump-probe spectroscopy was performed
by Ahmed H. Zewail, who was awarded the Nobel Price in Chemistry for his achievements [8].

At about the same time when the scientific field of femtochemistry began to rise, also a
particular research interest was attracted by clusters which are nanoparticles that consist of a small
defined number of atoms only. In the size regime from about 100 down to one atom their physical
and chemical properties can be varied over orders of magnitude by the addition or removal of a
single atom [9–13]. The application of time-resolved femtosecond spectroscopy to free clusters in
the gas phase represents a powerful tool to unravel these size-dependent properties [14].

In addition, the investigation of single crystal metal surfaces by means of ultrafast spec-
troscopy became a very active field of research, while clusters in the condensed phase have only
scarcely been studied with time-resolved techniques. This is due to the fact that the most com-
monly applied probe methods like photoelectron spectroscopy [15], light detection (e.g. laser in-
duced fluorescence or transient absorption) or time-of-flight mass spectrometry [16] yield a mean
signal over an extended surface area. In the case of supported clusters this area is in general inho-
mogeneous and the bare substrate material as well as a variety of single clusters with potentially
different size and different binding site contribute to the detected signal.

Consequently, to monitor size-dependent physical and chemical properties of supported
clusters via femtosecond spectroscopy a regular structure of macroscopic extension consisting of
equally sized and spaced clusters at identical binding sites is required. In such a perfectly ordered
system, the influence of the neighboring clusters and of the support is identical for each cluster
and thus the obtained signal resulting from a large number of identical clusters can be related to
a defined cluster size in a defined environment.

In order to deposit metal clusters on a surface two general methods are common, namely the
thermal deposition of atoms by evaporation of metals and the subsequent growth of the clusters
on the surface on the one and the deposition of size selected clusters produced in a cluster source
on the other hand. In both cases, the binding of the clusters to the employed substrate material
should be strong enough to avoid coalescence and weak enough not to destroy them. To prepare
monodisperse cluster superlattices employing thermal atom deposition, several attempts using
templates or self-organization were carried out [17–21]. However, in most cases limiting restric-
tions had to be accepted. To provide one example: A regular Fe cluster array could be realized
due to the arrangement of steps on Au(111) and the herringbone reconstruction, which crosses



1 Introduction

the steps at right angles [18], but a low growth temperature is required and alloying effects occur
because of the strong cluster substrate interaction.

These problems seem to be solved since the discovery that Graphene moirés on noble metal
surfaces provide an unique support for monodisperse metal cluster arrays as first shown for Ir
clusters on Ir(111) [22]. Up to today a variety of different metal substrates [23–32] and cluster
materials [22, 33–36] were investigated. The great advantages of metal clusters prepared by ther-
mal deposition of atoms onto graphene are a narrow size distribution, an easily tuneable cluster
size, a completely filled lattice of extremely high order, a macroscopic extend of the superlattice if
required, an easy preparation routine at room temperature, and a high thermal stability [33]. In
addition, first attempts to prepare size selected clusters in a cluster source and to subsequently
deposit them onto the graphene moiré template on Ru(0001) succeeded [37].

So far there are no experimental investigations monitoring the physical and chemical prop-
erties of these ideal cluster model systems by means of femtosecond time-resolved methods.
Therefore, the motivation of the present work was to design and realize a novel experimental
approach in which the preparation of cluster lattices on graphene and their characterization via
femtosecond spectroscopy are combined to enable a very systematic investigation of supported
cluster structures in real time. For the design of this new setup the combination of a femtosecond
laser system with a scanning tunneling microscope to map the metal cluster arrays prior to and
after laser irradiation was of central concern.

Within the scope of this thesis the new setup was successfully realized and in a first set
of experiments Ir cluster arrays on Ir(111)/graphene were prepared and analyzed. A particu-
lar focus was drawn to the influence of the cluster coverage on the electronic state structure of
the Ir(111)/graphene substrate. Most prior experiments investigating the electronic structure of
graphene addressed the band structure in the vicinity of its K point near the Fermi edge [38, 39].
In contrast, up to now only some investigations deal with the bound unoccupied electronic state
structure and the dynamics of laser excited electrons in image potential states using two-photon
photoemission spectroscopy [40, 41] or scanning tunneling spectroscopy [42]. But neither of these
experiments included the influence of a metal cluster superstructure on the electronic state struc-
ture of the substrate which was investigated in the present thesis.

Moreover, the chemisorption of thiol molecules was of mayor interest during this work be-
cause they form a well-ordered adsorption pattern on several metal surfaces [43–46]. In order to
monitor the physical and chemical properties of molecules adsorbed to a cluster superlattice via
femtosecond pump-probe spectroscopy it is of great advantage if not only the clusters but also
the molecules develop a regular structure. Only in this case each molecule adsorbed to a cluster
senses the same environment and the overall signal, resulting from the additive superposition of
all molecules, can be attributed to the characteristics of the single molecules. Furthermore, the
thiols can be mapped in molecular resolution by means room temperature STM.

This thesis is structured as follows: First, a detailed description of the new ultrahigh vac-
uum setup with its different analytical techniques as well as of the femtosecond laser system is
given. Particular important are the scanning tunneling microscope and the time-of-flight spec-
trometer which in combination provide the possibility to monitor physical and chemical surface
properties in spatio-temporal resolution. The subsequent chapter (no. 3) describes the preparation
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and characterization of the Ir(111)/graphene/cluster surface including the procedure to exactly
obtain the percentage of the different surface components. In chapter 4, the analysis of the bound
unoccupied electronic state structure of the substrate by two-photon photoemission spectroscopy
is presented with particular emphasis on the influence of the metal cluster superstructure. These
measurements provided the basis for first molecular adsorption studies in which organosulfur
molecules were deposited on the bare iridium surface as well as on the iridium clusters as pre-
sented in chapter 5. In the final chapter new perspectives for future investigations are discussed
with regard to the current status of the experiments in the novel experimental approach.
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2 Spatio-temporal resolution: A novel experimental setup

In order to perform the experiments presented in this thesis, a new experimental approach was re-
alized. This purpose was motivated by the prospect to combine two different components, namely
an amplified femtosecond laser system and a scanning tunneling microscope, in one setup. The
rather uncommon combination provides the future opportunity to monitor surface processes with
a high temporal resolution on the one hand and a high spatial resolution on the other hand. The
laser system, accomplished by an optical pump-probe setup, is employed to excite and detect pho-
toinduced processes in real time. Prior and subsequent to these light interaction measurements
scanning tunneling microscope images can be recorded. Therefore, not only the characterization
of the sample as prepared, but also the identification of light induced surface modifications is
feasible.

In the subsequent section, the experimental realization of this combined technique will be
presented. First, an overview of the new ultra high vacuum chamber, designed to incorporate the
tunneling microscope as well as the employed surface preparation and characterization tools, is
given. Afterwards, the major components to obtain spatio-temporal resolution will be described
in two individual chapters.



2 Spatio-temporal resolution: A novel experimental setup

2.1 UHV system

The ultra high vacuum (UHV) apparatus is operated at a base pressure of 1 · 10−10 mbar, which
results from a sequence of different vacuum pumps. The main pump of this system is a water
cooled turbomolecular pump (Leybold Turbovac 600, pumping rate 560 l/s), backed by a rotary
vane pump (Leybold Trivac D65B, pumping rate 65 m3/h). Together these two pumps lower the
pressure to a value of less than 1 · 10−9 mbar.

Further improvement is achieved by the means of a combined ion getter and titanium sub-
limation pump (Leybold UHV-Booster VIZ 180/1100) mounted underneath the UHV chamber. In
this unit the water cooled sublimation pump is fitted in the center of the ion pump. This assembly
not only decreases the pressure to the base value but also keeps it constant when the gate valve
between the turbomolecular pump and the chamber is closed. Therefore the pumped system can
be operated under UHV conditions with the rotary vane pump and the turbomolecular pump
switched off in order to avoid vibrations (e.g. during scanning tunneling microscopy measure-
ments).

After purging the UHV apparatus a bake out at 420 K for 48 hours is required to obtain
the base pressure again. For this purpose the chamber is wrapped with several heating tapes
controlled by a proportional-integral-derivative controller. During the slow cool down at the end
of this process all filaments are degased.

A schematic overview of the complete UHV arrangement including its pumping system is
given in figure 2.1. The chamber consists of an upper and a lower level, referred to as level I
and level II in the following text. A rotatable manipulator (Huntington PM-600 xyz) with sample
holder extends from the top of the system into the center. Due to the fact that a movement of
the sample is possible in level I only, all tools for surface characterisation and preparation are
positioned here. Furthermore, an additional six-way-cross chamber, to which a sample transfer
by means of a transfer rod is possible, is fixed to this level.

The pumping system described above and the hot-filament ionization gauge for pressure
control are both mounted to level II. In addition, several leak valves for the inlet of the gases,
employed for sample preparation, are positioned here.

STM
 chamberUHV - level I

UHV - level II

1)

2)

3) 4)

5) 6)

7)

8)
1)   Manipulator with sample holder

2)   Hot-filament ionization gauge

3)   Turbomolecular pump

4)   Gate valve

5)   Rotary vane pump

6)   Combined sputter-ion and titanium

      sublimation pump

7)   Leak valves for various gases

8)   Transfer rod.

Figure 2.1: Schematic overview of the complete UHV apparatus.
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2.1 UHV system

2.1.1 Surface preparation and characterization tools

In this section an overview of the instruments for preparation and characterization and their posi-
tion in the new experimental setup is given, while a more detailed description of the main methods
utilized during this thesis follows in the subsequent chapters. A detailed cut through level I of the
UHV apparatus is displayed in figure 2.2.

A commercial LEED/AES device (see chapter 2.1.3 for details) for sample characterisation
is mounted to this level. In order to avoid damage of the fluorescent screen during sample prepa-
ration, an additional shutter was designed and fixed to a rotary feedthrough at the flange next to
the device.

The laser beam is admitted into the vacuum system through a sapphire laser port (18 mm
diameter). For laser measurements the sample surface is positioned in front of a homebuilt time-
of-flight spectrometer (TOF) and perpendicular to its axis. If the incident beam irradiates the
sample at 45 ◦, the emergent laser beam is reflected through a quartz output window mounted at
90 ◦ with respect to the sapphire port. Therefore the shape of the beam profile can be observed
and a precise adjustment of the incident laser beam on the surface is possible. The combined
alignment of the TOF and the laser beam in the UHV chamber (see chapter 2.3 for details) forms
the basis for all femtosecond laser experiments.

LEED/AES

Viewport: Laser in

Viewport: Laser out

Time-of-flight spectrometer

Residual gas analyzer

LEED/AES shutter

STM-chamber with beetle type scanning tunneling microscope

Metal evaporator

Ar-sputtergun

Viewport: pyrometer

Transfer rod

Crystal

Figure 2.2: Schematic representation of a cut through level I of the UHV system.
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2 Spatio-temporal resolution: A novel experimental setup

Moreover, a commercial quadrupole mass filter (mass range from 1 to 100 amu, Leybold
Transpector H100M) is employed as a residual gas analyzer. The cleanliness of the molecules and
preparation gases admitted to the system were checked by means of this spectrometer.

As a further device an Ar ion source (Specs Ion Source IQE 11/35) for sample cleaning is
mounted to level I. It is equipped with a direct gas inlet flange connected to an Ar leak valve.
For this reason, the Ar is fed directly into the ionization region of the ion source and the pressure
increase of the entire UHV system is minimized. Typically, a background pressure of 5 · 10−6

mbar Ar is applied during operation. The beam energy ranges from 200 eV to 5 keV which results
in beam currents up to 20 µA. The beam diameter (FWHM) and current density depend on the
source-to-sample distance.

A quartz viewport is used to monitor the surface temperature contactless by means of a
high temperature pyrometer (LumaSense IMPAC IGA 140) in a temperature range from 500 K to
2800 K. For this purpose the sample surface is placed perpendicular to the device and an exact
alignment of the pyrometer is possible due to a laser targeting light. An emissivity of 17 % was
applied for the temperature measurement on the Ir(111) crystal.

The additional six-way-cross chamber hosts the scanning tunneling microscope, whose de-
tailed description is given in chapter 2.2.3 and a homebuilt metal evaporator for cluster growth
by thermal atom deposition (see figure 2.3). With this device Ir as well as Ag can be deposited
onto the surface. In the former case an Ir wire (Goodfellow 99.9 %; 0.25 mm Diameter) is formed
to a filament and the ends of the wire are fixed into the terminal parts of two copper rods (8 mm
diameter) used also for current supply. During the evaporation a power of 30 W is applied to the
filament. Contrary to the direct use of an Ir wire, an Ag bar wrapped into the loops of a Ta wire
(Goodfellow 99.9 %; 0.4 mm Diameter) is employed for silver deposition. In order to evaporate
the metals just in one defined direction, a stainless steel cylinder with a circular opening of 10 mm
encloses the evaporator.

b)a)

Cu rods

Insulator

Ir wire
Ta wire 

with Ag bar

Enclosing

Figure 2.3: Schematic representation of the metal evaporator employed as a) Ir and b) Ag source for
cluster growth by thermal atom deposition.
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2.1 UHV system

2.1.2 Transfer mechanism

All experiments of this thesis were performed on the (111) surface plane of a hat-shaped Ir crystal
(Mateck). The detailed dimensions of the sample are displayed in figure 2.4 a). The top side
(marked in light blue) of the crystal is polished to a roughness of less than 0.03 µm and it is
oriented with a precision better than 0.1◦.

Inside the UHV system the sample is mounted to a specially designed molybdenum sample
holder (2.4 b)). A screw from the backside of the Ir crystal fixes it into the mount, while the pol-
ished (111) surface points through an opening on the opposite side. A notch, which is important
for the sample transfer (see below), encircles the sample holder. During STM measurements the
mounted sample lies inside a special STM support as also shown in the image. In order to ensure a
stable position, the contact surface between the sample mount and the support is reduced to three
points. Moreover, three ramps at the reverse side of the support enable precise sample approach
during the STM measurements (see chapter 2.2.3 for details).

A new sample transfer system was developed for the vacuum apparatus. With this system
the sample, fixed to the molybdenum holder, can be positioned in front of the analytical tools as
well as transferred into the six-way-cross chamber and onto the scanning tunneling microscope.
A technical drawing of the new mechanism is given in figure 2.5 a.

A magnetic transfer rod, with a beryllium-bronze bracket fixed into its terminal part, con-
nects the cross chamber to the main UHV chamber. Due to the elastic properties of this bracket,
it easily slips over the notch of the sample holder and consequently sticks the sample. For metal
deposition the sample is moved in front of the evaporator by means of the transfer rod. Inside
the six-way-cross chamber the sample can be wiped off the bracket and into the STM support,
which can be lowered from the height of transfer rod onto the scanning tunneling microscope via
a lifting mechanism.

In case of all remaining processes the manipulator is used to place the sample in the exact
position. From the outer moveable part of the manipulator two stainless steel rods extend into the
UHV apparatus. The first one of these is rotatable by 360◦ and can be horizontally (25 mm) and
vertically (50 mm) translated. A stainless steel plate (manipulator plate) with an opening of the
size of the sample diameter is mounted to this rod. The second rod, which is vertically movable
by 25 mm, is used in order to open and close the sample clamp. Herewith the sample can be fixed
to the manipulator plate. In the technical sketch 2.5 a) the sample is mounted to the manipulator
and the clamp is closed while the image 2.5 b) shows the clamp without the sample and in the
opened position.

  
 

12 mm

10 mm

2.4 mm
0.8 mm

a) b)

Figure 2.4: The Ir crystal and its mount: a) Detailed dimensions of the hat-shaped Ir crystal. b) Tech-
nical drawing of the sample holder (top) and STM support (bottom) from two different
perspectives.
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Figure 2.5: Representation of the new transfer system: a) Technical drawing of the transport mecha-
nism between the manipulator and the additional STM six-way-cross chamber. b) Picture
of the manipulator illustrating the sample cooling and heating (sample clamp in open posi-
tion).

By means of the manipulator the crystal position can be reproduced with 0.25 mm and 0.5◦

accuracy. Two further instruments, namely the cooling system and the electron impact heater (see
figure 2.5 b), are installed to the manipulator and can by employed in each position.

For cooling a liquid nitrogen reservoir extends into the UHV system and is connected to
two thick Cu wires soldered in two Cu blocks. These blocks are screwed to the manipulator plate.
In order to ensure an ideal thermal contact, Indium foil is pressed between this plate and the Cu
blocks. With this setup a sample temperature of 175 K is reached within one hour after filling the
reservoir with liquid nitrogen. Furthermore, the manipulator plate can be cooled during sample
heating to minimize the evaporation of contaminations.

The electron impact heater is made of a halogen bulb (Osram, 50 W), which was cut open
in the vicinity of the filament. It is fixed to the sample clamp by a thin, insulated Tantalum sheet
with a Ta cylinder surrounding the heating wire. Temperatures up to 700 K are obtained based on
heat radiation with the filament operated at a current of 3.0 A. To reach higher temperatures an
additional negative voltage (up to - 700 V) is applied to the Ta sheet, Ta cylinder and the heating
wire. As a result, the electron impact is focussed to the sample backside and the surface gains
temperatures up to 1600 K.

2.1.3 Electron spectroscopy

Numerous analytical techniques are based on the irradiation of a samples surface with accelerated
electrons. The penetration depth of these primary electrons into the surface of various elements
strongly depends on their energy EP, as illustrated by the characteristical curve imaged in figure
2.6. The energy regimes of interest for this work are emphasized.

The fact that electrons of a kinetic energy between 10 eV and 3000 eV only penetrate into
the first atomic layers of the material, presents the basis of several electron spectroscopy methods
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Figure 2.6: Universal curve: The mean free path of electrons in solids depending on their primary en-
ergy. The black dots represent data measured for different elements. The curve is reprinted
with permission from [47].

with a very high surface sensitivity. Within the scope of this thesis two of these methods, namely
low energy electron diffraction (LEED) and Auger electron spectroscopy (AES), were employed
for sample characterization.

2.1.3.1 Low energy electron diffraction

LEED is an analytical technique for crystallographic surface structure determination. Due to the
principle of wave-particle duality the electrons incident at the sample can be considered as a se-
quence of electron waves, scattered at regions of high localised electron density. The wavelength of
these electrons is given by the de Broglie equation. For the investigation of diffraction effects, asso-
ciated with surface structures, an electron wavelength range comparable with the atomic spacing
is required. Therefore the energy of the primary electrons ranges between 20 eV and 200 eV.

λ =
h

mev
=

h√
2meEP

(1)

λ = Wavelength of the electrons
h = Planck constant
me = Mass of the electrons
v = Velocity of the electrons
EP = Kinetic energy of the electrons

In the present work a commercial LEED/AES device (BLD600IR, OCI Vacuum Microengi-
neering) as schematically illustrated in figure 2.7 was employed.

An electron gun consisting of a tungsten filament, a Wehnelt cylinder and two electrostatic
lenses represents the source of primary electrons. From here on the electrons are focussed through
a grounded drift tube onto the sample surface at normal incidence. Afterwards, the electrons
backscattered from the surface are detected by the means of a retarding field analyzer (RFA),
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Figure 2.7: Schematic representation of the combined LEED/AES spectrometer consisting of: (1) Cath-
ode, (2) Wehnelt cylinder, (3) focus, (4) anode, (5) fluorescent screen, (6) microchannel plate
detector, (7) 4 retarding grids, and (8) sample after [48].

which is composed of a series of four grids. The first grid is grounded in order to minimize
electrostatic deflections of electrons through external electric fields. A negative potential - slightly
below the primary electron energy EP - is applied to the next two following grids in order to reflect
inelastic scattered electrons. Subsequently, the elastically scattered electrons are accelerated by a
positive potential, cross a grounded fourth grid and are amplified by a multichannel plate system
before they hit a fluorescent screen. For data evaluation the resulting diffraction pattern, which
can directly be observed through a viewport, is transferred to a computer via a charge-coupled
device camera.

2.1.3.2 Auger electron spectroscopy

The basis for the qualitative and quantitative analysis via AES is given through the Auger ef-
fect (P. Auger, 1925 [49]), schematically displayed for one atom in figure 2.8a). In the first step of
this process an electron from the atomic core state is removed by an incoming primary electron (EP

between 2 and 4 keV). Afterwards the resulting core hole is refilled by an electron from a higher
shell. At this point two competing processes can occur in order to convert the energy released
during the relaxation. On the one hand the emission of characteristic x-rays is possible, while on
the other hand an electron from an outer level can be emitted at a characteristic kinetic energy,
as shown in figure 2.8 a). In the energy distribution curve N(E) these “Auger“ electrons appear
as very small peaks on the background of secondary electrons, but become clearly visible when
Auger spectra are presented in the derivative mode. Figure 2.8 b) shows this effect for the example
of a beryllium AE spectrum, displayed in the electronically differentiated distribution dN(E)/dE
compared to the usual N(E) distribution.

Experimentally the retarding field analyzer as described in case of the LEED system (see
figure 2.7) can additionally be used for detecting Auger electrons [51, 52]. For that purpose an
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Figure 2.8: a) Energy scheme for the three basic steps involved in the process of Auger electron emission
b) Separation of Auger peaks from the background of secondary electrons via electronically
differentiation. Reprinted with permission from [50].

enhanced resolution - necessary for AES - is achieved by the addition of a fourth grid [53]. The
energy distribution curve N(E) of Auger electrons, emitted after surface irradiation, is determined
due to the modulation of a retarding field at the second and third grid. Subsequently, only elec-
trons with an energy larger than a specific threshold level, which is ramped during the recording
process, pass these two grids and hit the collector. On the one hand the fluorescent screen can be
employed as a collector while on the other hand the detection of Auger electrons at the microchan-
nel plate detector, used as a faraday cup, is possible. The additional fourth grid is grounded and
avoids a capacitive coupling between the retarding grids and the detector. The final the electron
signal is amplified by means of a lock-in amplifier.

2.2 Spatial resolution - Scanning tunneling microscopy

The scanning tunneling microscope - developed by G. Binnig and H. Rohrer in 1981 [54] - has
proved to be an extremely powerful tool to investigate conducting surfaces with a high spatial
resolution. Five years later they were awarded the Nobel Price in Physics [55] for their contribu-
tion and within a few years scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) became a standard method of
modern surface analysis. The special thing about this technique is the possibility to study struc-
tural and electronical properties of solid state surfaces with a lateral and vertical resolution of less
than 1 nm [56, 57].
Before, the resolution of single atoms already was achieved by means of field emission microscopy
and field ion microscopy [58] but the application spectrum of these techniques is limited. In con-
trast, the scanning tunneling microscope provides the possibility to investigate a large amount
of different systems reaching from metallic surfaces [59] to biological applications [60]. Besides,
vacuum conditions are not mandatory and measurements in air or liquids [61] are also feasible.

In the new experimental setup of the present work, scanning tunneling microscopy was
applied for surface investigations prior and subsequent to light interaction measurements. A short
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presentation of the basic principles of this method is given in the following chapter. Afterwards, a
technical description of the employed scanning tunneling microscope and its corresponding tools
follows.

2.2.1 The basic concept of STM

In scanning tunneling microscopy a metal tip is approached very close to the material to be exam-
ined and subsequently stepwise scanned across its surface. This process, in which the electronic
density of states is imaged, is possible because of the two following physical effects:

• The inverse piezo effect - A piezoelectric crystal becomes compressed or distended when
brought into an electrical field. This effect enables a positioning accuracy on the subatomic
scale.

• The quantum mechanical tunneling effect - In quantum mechanics an electron is able to
cross a potential barrier that it classically could not pass, due to its wavelike properties.

The STM tip, which consists of one atom only in the ideal case, is approached to the surface
until the wave functions of the tip and the sample overlap. If a bias is applied between them an
electron current with a flow direction depending on the voltage polarity results. This so-called
tunneling current represents the measuring and control signal to map STM images. Two different
modes are mainly applied to convert the current flow into a grayscale image:

All images presented in this thesis were recorded in the constant current mode. This means,
an electronic feedback height control mechanism adjusts the tip position in order to maintain a
constant tunneling current [62]. The tip-sample distance changes depending on the local density
of states and can be recorded as a function of the corresponding x-y-coordinates. The resulting
topographic information is converted to an STM image by a personal computer.

A further possible operation technique is the constant height mode. Therein the tip is
scanned across the surface at a constant height, while the change of the tunneling current yields
the measuring signal. As a disadvantage of this technique, smooth samples are mandatory. In the
case of a rough surface the tip-sample distance might vary so strongly that either the tip hits the
surface or the signal is interrupted.

2.2.2 From theory to image interpretation

In order to correctly understand the resulting STM images some theoretical features will be ex-
plained in the following section. The fundamental concept of the one-dimensional metal-vacuum-
metal tunneling is graphically displayed in figure 2.9 a).

In this figure the density of states of the metal surface and the metal tip separated by a
vacuum barrier are sketched. If the thermal excitation of electrons is neglected, the Fermi level EF

represents the upper limit of occupied states. In the case of figure 2.9 a) the Fermi level of the tip
is lowered with respect to the sample, because a positive bias is applied between tip and sample.
Electrons from a sample state with the wave function Ψn at the energy level En therefore have the
chance to tunnel into the tip. In general, it does not make any difference if a positive or a negative
bias is applied because the polarity only sets the direction in which the tunneling takes place.
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Figure 2.9: a) Energy diagram of the sample and the tip after [63]. Also shown are the electronic density
of states of tip plotted after [64]. By applying a bias voltage eUBias, electrons can tunnel
from the surface to the tip, as sketched for the state Ψn. b) Schematic drawing of an STM
tip scanning across a surface with the constant current I(z). The scan line across a step
edge and two different types of adsorbates is indicated by the broken line.

The applied bias is low compared to the work function (UBias << Φ) and thus only sample
states with energy levels close to EF contribute to the tunneling signal. The relative probability of
an electron to tunnel through the vacuum barrier is given by the transmission coefficient (T) [63]:

T ≡ I(z)
I(0)

= 2π2 ∣∣Mµv
∣∣2 ρA(EF) ρB(EF) = e−2κ(z−ze) (2)

I(z) = Tunneling current at the tip surface
I(0) = Tunneling current at the tip surface at z = 0
Mµv = Tunneling matrix element
ρA/B(EF) = Density of states of electrode A and electrode B at EF

κ = Decay constant of a sample state near EF in the barrier region
z = Tip-sample distance
ze = Equilibrium tip-sample distance

As it is apparent from equation 2, the density of states of the two electrodes - the tip and
the sample - at the Fermi level contribute equally to the transmission coefficient. Furthermore, the
tunneling probability exponentially changes with the width of the potential barrier. The tunneling
current therefore only flows to the topmost tip atoms - a single atom in the ideal case - which
is displayed in the schematic representation 2.9 b). Consequently, the diameter of the atom(s)
determines the current filament and thus the lateral resolution.

The electrons contributing to the tunneling current are valence electrons, which are not
element-specific. However, different surface adsorbates can change the contrast of the STM im-
ages. The reason for this is a local modification in the electronic structure around the Fermi edge by
the adsorbates. Modifications within this energy range influence the tunneling current, which sen-
sitively depends on the density and character of these states [65]. As a result, different adsorbates
on the surface can be distinguished in STM due to their different electronic properties. Depending
on their chemical character and the tunneling conditions they can even appear as a topographic
elevation or dip as indicated in figure 2.9 b). In the present work, organosulfur molecules were
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2 Spatio-temporal resolution: A novel experimental setup

adsorbed to the surface (see chapter 5). In the resulting STM images bright features are mapped,
which can be attributed to individual thiol molecules [44].

2.2.3 Beetle scanning tunneling microscope

For the present thesis a commercial Beetle-type scanning tunneling microscope designed by K.
Besocke which combines a high stability with a simple sample handling and manipulation was
applied [66]. The very compact scanning tunneling microscope setup with an effective operation
volume of less than 0.5 cm2 is displayed schematically in figure 2.10 a). Four identical piezoelectric
tube elements are mounted on top of the metal base plate. These piezoelements can be actuated in
x,y and z direction, if an appropriate electronic signal is applied. The central scanning tube with
the tunneling tip, is surrounded by three outer sample carrier elements, arranged in a symmetric
triangle configuration. On top of these carrier tubes, small metal spheres are attached, on which
the STM support containing the sample is placed and thus, contacted on three points only. The
part of the STM support facing the piezoelements is designed of three sloped ramps exhibiting a
slope of 0.5 mm height over an angle of 120◦ each.

The ceramic piezoelements feature quadruple segmented outer metal electrodes. In order to
achieve a lateral distortion of the piezotube, a potential of equal value but opposite polarity has to
be applied to the segments facing each other. In the case of a saw tooth voltage, the STM support
is moved with respect to the tip, because it can only follow the flat but not the vertical slope of the
voltage signal due to its inertia. If the three outer elements are distorted on an imaginary circular
line, the support and therefore also the sample perform a rotational movement.

b)

Base plate
Viton vib. isolation

Three sample carrier
elements

Scanning element

a)

Mounting construction

STM support

Sample holder

x

y
Electronic

control

z

Control signal

Figure 2.10: a) Schematic representation of the Besocke-Beetle-type scanning tunneling microscope and
the mounted sample. The visible sloped ramp of the STM support is marked in red. b)
Detailed view of the piezoelectric scanning element equipped with tip and electronic con-
nections after [66]. The setup of the three carrier elements is identical.
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As a result of the ramps, the sample surface is approached to the tip during rotation. Fur-
thermore, a horizontal shift is possible if the carrier piezos are actuated with a synchronous saw
tooth voltage and different sample positions can be analyzed.

In order to map the chosen position, the tip is scanned across the surface line by line em-
ploying the central piezo element and a square-shaped image results. Additional to the already
mentioned outer electrode segments, a further metal electrode covers an inner ceramic wall of
each piezo tube as shown in detail in figure 2.10 b). Subsequent to the application of a positive or
negative voltage between the inner electrode and the outer sections, the scanner element can be
stretched or shrinked along the cylinder axis.

In constant current mode, an electronic control sets the tip-sample distance: As soon as a
deviation from the adjusted tunneling current occurs, a voltage is applied to the scanner element.
Consequently, the distance is readjusted to the set current value. The applied voltage is propor-
tional to the tip height modification and therefore represents the height signal of the STM images.

The lateral resolution of the resulting images strongly depends on the sharpness of the metal
tip. In the present work an electro-chemically etched tungsten tip, produced by the drop-off
method [67], was employed. Once the quality of this tip decreases via oxidation or sample contact,
it can be reconditioned in situ due to the advantageous position of the scanning tunneling micro-
scope inside the vacuum system, which is close to the metal oven. Whenever Ir is evaporated, the
tip becomes coated with some Ir atoms forming a fresh tip.

2.2.4 Vibration isolation system

A further important factor towards an optimal resolution during STM studies is the avoidance of
external vibrations resulting for instance from vacuum pumps, building vibrations, people pass-
ing the setup and further external disturbances. For this purpose the complete vacuum chamber
was mounted onto an active vibration isolation system (Halcyonics MOD2-S). The effect of this
system was investigated with a seismic geophone connected to an oscilloscope and placed on top
of the STM chamber. The results of these measurements are shown in figure 2.11. The left graphs
correspond to measurements without the vibration isolation system, while it is switched on in the
case of the graphs on the right side.

In case of no special disturbances but permanent vibrations ((a) and b)) a beat frequency of
20 Hz - 25 Hz from the active vibrations of the system and the external vibrations resuts. This
has no effect on the STM image recording process and an atomical resolution can be found, as
also in the case of a). But the positive effect of the isolation system is illustrated in the two lower
curves ((c) and d)). In both cases the same person passed the setup, which resulted in a strong
interruption without vibration isolation, while nearly no effect could be found with the system
switched on.

2.2.5 Data acquisition

The acquisition of STM images occurs on the basis of an electronic controller connected to a per-
sonal computer. The controller provides the voltage signal for the piezoelectric elements to rotate
and translate the sample on the one hand and to control the scanning element on the other hand.
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Figure 2.11: Effect of the active vibration isolation system recorded with a seismic geophone.
a) Vibrations measured on top of the STM six-way-cross chamber without the isolation
system. b) Vibrations measured on top of the STM six-way-cross chamber with the isola-
tion system switched on. c) Effect of a person passing by at the UHV chamber without the
isolation system. d) Effect of a person passing by at the UHV chamber with the isolation
system switched on.

A defined current as well as a constant voltage are applied to the tip. Moreover all settings for
STM operation like scanwidth (max. 0.5 µm), -velocity and -direction and the resolution (max.
1024 x 1024 points) can be configured at the control unit. During surface mapping an analogue
digital converter transmits an 8-bit signal from the electronic control unit to the personal computer
for each measuring coordinate. The z-coordinate signal is further assigned to the corresponding
shade of gray by the application of the Prodas (Proscope) imaging software.

In addition to the direct acquisition of the z-control signal, the differentiated display mode
can be employed in order to compensate a tilt of the sample relative to the microscope plain. In
this mode the change of the z-position is represented instead of the absolute value. Hence, a
constant value results for plane surfaces - even if they are tilted relative to the microscope plain.
Falling step edges are visualized by a minimum value (black representation), while rising step
edges appear as maximum (white representation). The resulting images create the impression to
be illuminated from the left side and the absolute height information is lost. The differentiated
display mode is often referred to as 1/f filter because the electronic component inside the control
unit, which converts the detected signal, is usually applied to filter 1/f (pink) noise.
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Figure 2.12: a) STM image of HOPG in atomic resolution. The well known hexagonal structure is
employed to calibrate the scanwidth (tunneling parameters: 1.0 nA, 0.43 V)V. b) STM
image of the Ir(111)/graphene/Ir-cluster system revealing the z-calibration (tunneling pa-
rameters: 0.3 nA, 1.50 V). The height profile taken along the white lines is presented on
the right-hand side of the picture.

For further analysis, the STM data were imported into two different open source programs,
namely Gwyddion 2.31 [68] and WSxM 5.0 (Develop 6.5) [69]. Prior to the interpretation of the
recorded images, the scanwidth and the height scale have to be calibrated with the help of well
known systems. In order to calibrate the scanwidth, a HOPG surface was mapped in atomic res-
olution as pictured in figure 2.12 a). The picture shows a hexagonal structure, which is attributed
to the appearance of every second C-atom of the graphite surface as protrusion. For this system a
lattice periodicity of 2.46 Å is known from literature [70] and consequently the edge length of the
image can be determined at the corresponding settings. The vertical piezo deflection is assigned
to the grayscale value by scanning across monoatomic step edges on metal single crystals. In case
of picture 2.12 b) the step height on the Ir(111) surface is known to be 2.22 Å. As a result, the height
of the additional objects on the surface, for example metal clusters, can be determined.

2.3 Temporal resolution

The monitoring of processes in temporal resolution constitutes a major prospect of the new ex-
perimental setup. The dynamics of interest - namely photoinduced processes on supported metal
clusters - take place on the femtosecond timescale and hence a detection technique with a cor-
responding temporal resolution is required. This is realized by a time-of-flight spectrometer in
combination with a femtosecond laser pump-probe setup. The first part of this section presents
the setup of the spectrometer, which can either be applied for the detection of photoelectrons or
as a mass filter. Subsequently, the femtosecond laser system and the technical realization of the
pump-probe setup are described.

2.3.1 Time-of-flight photoelectron spectrometer

Time-of-flight photoemission spectroscopy - ToF PES - is a technique applied to the investigation
of electronic states at the surface of solids. Its basis is given by the photoelectric effect [71]: Elec-
trons released during irradiation of a sample surface with light pass through a field free drift area
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of defined length. The kinetic energy of these electrons can be determined from the duration of
their flight through the drift zone.

During this work a new ToF spectrometer was developed and employed to realize the
method of two-photon photoemission spectroscopy (see chapter 4), which provides information
about the energetic position and the lifetime of intermediate unoccupied electronic states. The
femtosecond laser system (see chapter 2.3.3) was thereby employed to irradiate the sample sur-
face with a repetition rate of 1 kHz. In the following chapter a description of the new spectrometer,
and the acquisition of photoemission data is presented.

2.3.1.1 Spectrometer setup

The ToF photoelectron spectrometer is composed of the sample, an entrance skimmer, a field free
drift tube, and a micro-sphere plate (MSP) detector arrangement. A schematic overview of this
setup is given in figure 2.13. For PES measurements the grounded sample surface was positioned
perpendicular to the spectrometer axis and in a 5 mm distance from its entrance. In order to ex-
clusively guide the electrons emitted parallel to the spectrometer axis into the field free zone, a
conical skimmer with a center hole of 3 mm diameter was applied as an entrance electrode. Sub-
sequent to the skimmer a 500 mm long, double-walled µ-metal tube (wall thickness 0.5 mm each)
defines the field free drift zone. This material was chosen to avoid perturbances of the photoelec-
tron measurements by external magnetic fields. Hence, an overall flight distance of 545 mm is
passed by the electrons before they impinge on the MSP detector.

The work function Φ of a solid is defined as the difference between the vacuum and the
Fermi level. Regarding the spectrometer a defined and homogeneous work function is of great
importance for the consistent measurement of photoelectron spectra. For this reason the complete
skimmer as well as the inner wall of the µ-metal tube were coated with graphite spray resulting
in a spectrometer work function of 4.6 eV [72]. The sample is always grounded during the PES
measurements while a bias potential UBias can be applied to the insulated skimmer and drift tube.
A schematic energy diagram of the Ir(111) surface and the ToF is displayed in figure 2.14.

Ir single
crystal

Field free drift tubeSkimmer MSP detector

Insulating holders µ-metal tubes

Laser

Figure 2.13: Schematic representation of the ToF photoelectron spectrometer.
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Figure 2.14: Schematic energy diagram of the Ir(111) surface and the ToF photoelectron spectrometer.
A bias potential (UBias) is applied to avoid cutting the low energy electrons.

As long as the sample and the spectrometer are electrically connected, their Fermi energies
EF coincide and the relative level of their vacuum energies EV only depends on their work func-
tions. In order to prevent cutting off the low energy electrons from entering the spectrometer
at any sample work function the condition EV (sample) ≥ EV (spectrometer) has to be ensured.
Therefore a positive bias of 2- 4 V is applied to the skimmer and the drift tube which lowers EF and
consequently EV of the spectrometer with respect to the sample. As a further effect the positive
voltage applied to the skimmer accelerates the electrons into the field free drift zone.

2.3.1.2 Signal processing and measuring routine

All photoemission spectra were recorded by means of a MCS board (multichannelscaler P7887
from FAST ComTec) plugged into a personal computer. This board provides a data rate of 4 Ghz
(temporal resolution of 250 ps) and is able to detect multiple events per start pulse. Background
noises and interfering signals are minimized due to an internal discriminator.

The trigger pulse - “start“- for the MCS is provided by a fast photodiode (818-BB-21 New-
port) installed inside the laser system. A small percentage of each laser pulse is guided into this
diode by a beam splitter, giving rise to 1000 starts per second. A schematic overview of all com-
ponents employed for signal processing with the MCS board is given in figure 2.15.

The MSP detector consist of coated glass beads (20 nm to 100 nm in diameter) mounted
between two electrode plates - “MSP in“ and “MSP out“. When reaching the end of the field free
drift zone, the photoelectrons are attracted by the detector due to a bias of 125 V applied to MSP in.
Afterwards a bias potential of 3.2 kV between the two electrodes accelerates the electrons towards
MSP out. Once an electron hits the coating of the beads, secondary electrons are released, which
in turn give rise to further electron emission. Subsequently, a cascade-like amplification of single
electrons by a factor of 106 to 107 occurs. The resulting electron avalanche is further accelerated
until it is collected on a metal anode plate.

The electron current signal from the anode is coupled out by a capacitor inside the voltage
divider, which is also displayed in detail in figure 2.15. This tool furthermore distributes the
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Figure 2.15: Schematic representation of the electronic circuit for data acquisition with the photoelec-
tron spectrometer.

applied high voltage of 3.3 kV (HCN 7E-3500) to the different detector plates. In order to further
enhance the electron current by a factor of 200, a preamplifier (EG&E Ortec VT 120) is mounted
directly at the signal output of the voltage divider. Afterwards, the amplified signal is recorded as
stop pulse - “stop“- at the MCS board.

The photoemission experiments were performed at a laser incidence angle of 45◦ and the
irradiated surface area was about 1 mm2. In order to guide the maximal percentage of released
electrons into the drift zone, the laser spot should hit the surface directly in front of the spectrom-
eter entrance. This was assured by aligning the spot position until the highest detector signal was
obtained.

In the case of too many electrons released from the sample, a spectral broadening as a result
of space charge effects occurs [73]. For this reason the laser intensity and therefore the count
rate was adjusted to small values of less than 100 counts/s at a laser repetition rate of 1 kHz. The
photoelectron spectra presented in this thesis were recorded by summing the photoelectron signal
of 6 · 105 laser pulses.

2.3.1.3 Data evaluation

The electrons emitted from the surface during the photoemission experiments pass through a field
free drift zone until they impinge on the MSP detector. Due to the fact that their acceleration by
the bias potential applied to the spectrometer is negligible small, the electrons keep a constant ve-
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2.3 Temporal resolution

locity within this drift zone and their kinetic energy Ekin can be determined from the time-of-flight
by using the following equation.

Ekin =
me

2

(
l

t− t0

)2

(3)

l = Length of the field free drift zone (545 mm)
me = Mass of the electrons
t = Time-of-flight
t0 = Starting time referred to the moment when the electron is emitted (see below)

Furthermore, to convert the time-of-flight spectra measured with the MCS board into energy
distribution curves the differential counting rate dN

dt also has to be rescaled to dN
dEkin

in order to
obtain an abscissa that is proportional to Ekin.

dN
dEkin

=
dN
dt

∣∣∣∣ dt
dEkin

∣∣∣∣ =
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3

meL2 =
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√
mel2

8
E−

3
2

kin (4)

For the transformation of the photoelectron measurements to the energy scale a Labview
evaluation program was employed (see [74] for details). In addition to the spectra conversion the
calibration of the spectrometer regarding t0 is possible with this program. The point t0 when the
electron is emitted, slightly differs from the start signal of the photodiode due to dead times in
data transfer. It can be determined by recording a series of photoelectron spectra at different bias
potentials UBias as shown in figure 2.16a). With the Labview program these spectra are converted
to the energy scale and plotted after the subtraction of Ubias from Ekin. Then t0 is varied until an
the high energy cut-off of the different spectra overlaps like it is the case in figure 2.16b).

Figure 2.16: Determination of the electron starting time t0: a) Photoelectron spectra on the time-of-
flight scale detected at different spectrometer voltages. b) t0 is varied until the high energy
cut-off of the corresponding spectra on the energy scale overlaps.
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2 Spatio-temporal resolution: A novel experimental setup

2.3.2 Time-of-flight mass spectrometer

In ToF mass spectrometry positively charged molecular fragments are separated by an electric
field according to their mass-to-charge ratio. The newly developed time-of-flight spectrometer
(2.3.1.1) cannot only be employed for the detection of photoelectrons but also as such a mass filter.

In comparison with the lightweight photoelectrons, the ions exhibit a considerably higher
mass. Therefore higher bias potentials have to be applied to accelerate them into the spectrometer.
As a matter of fact, the skimmer and the entrance of the TOF-tube might act as lenses and change
the ion trajectory when the acceleration potentials are varied. Furthermore the ions in the TOF-
tube can be influenced by the potential on the skimmer. In order to avoid these effects, Cu meshes
were installed to the spectrometer at positions where large potential differences occur, as it is
shown in figure 2.17 a).

Prior to the operation of the spectrometer as a mass filter, the electric fields at defined volt-
ages and the ion trajectories in those fields were simulated with SIMION - an optics simulation
software used to calculate electric fields and the trajectories of charged particles in those fields [75].
In figure 2.17 b) and c) the results of the simulation at the usual operation voltages are shown. The
grounded sample is employed as the repeller of the ToF spectrometer. Subsequently, two acceler-
ation regions, namely between the sample and the skimmer (electrode 1) as well as between the
skimmer and the entrance of the TOF-tube (electrode 2), follow. From here on the ions pass the
field free drift region and are detected as a function of their different flight times [76].

Cu mesh

a) b)

c)

Skimmer

 -500 V

Drift tube

-1500 V

Detector entrance

-2100 V

Figure 2.17: Utilization of the time-of-flight spectrometer as a mass spectrometer. a) Drawing of the
additional Cu meshes installed at the skimmer and the drift tube. b) SIMION simulation
of molecular fragments (mass m = 15 amu, charge q = 1e) leaving the surface at slightly
different positions. In this partial view of the spectrometer, the applied voltages as well as
the resulting potentials are displayed. c) Complete view of the simulated ToF spectrometer
on the correct scale.
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Figure 2.18: Schematic representation of the electronic circuit for data aquisition with the ToF spec-
trometer employed as a mass filter.

For signal processing the detector setup used for PES was applied with minor modifications.
The MSP detector was replaced by a MCP (Microchannel plate) detector arrangement due to tech-
nical problems with the former amplifier. This new arrangement consists of two MCPs (Photonis
USA inc.) stacked as a chevron pair between the MCP in and the MCP out electrode. Moreover, a
different electronic circuit has to be employed for the detection of positively charged ions instead
of electrons as it is displayed in figure 2.18.

The ions are attracted by the first detector plate due to a negative bias of -2100 V and release
secondary electrons when hitting the MCP surface. Afterwards a potential of 1.9 kV accelerates
the electrons through silicon coated microchannels towards the MSP out electrode. During this
process a cascade-like amplification of the electrons occurs, resulting in an electron avalanche. The
corresponding electron current arriving at the grounded anode is further amplified and read out
with the multichannelscaler board (see chapter 2.3.1.2).

2.3.2.1 Data evaluation

Time of-flight mass spectroscopy is a method based on the acceleration of ions in an electric field of
defined strength. By passing this field ions with the same mass-to-charge ratio and similar start-
ing conditions (location and initial kinetic energy) acquire the same kinetic energy. This means
that the resulting speed of the ions when they enter the field free drift zone and consequently
their flight duration from the sample surface to the detector exclusively depends on their mass-
to-charge ratio.
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2 Spatio-temporal resolution: A novel experimental setup

Within an electric field a conversion of the potential energy of the ions into kinetic energy
takes place:

Epot = Ekin =
1
2

mv2 =
1
2

m
(

l
t

)2

(5)

m = Mass of the ions
v = Speed of the ions
l = Length of the field free drift zone (545 mm)
t = Time-of-flight

In first test-measurements with the time-of-flight spectrometer converted into a mass filter,
acetone as a probe molecule adsorbed on Ir(111) was ionized by the femtosecond laser system.
As a result, the measured data show an intensity distribution of different flight times, originating
from diverse fragments of the ionized molecule. The flight times were converted to the mass scale
by the means of a Labview evaluation program developed in the research group [77].

Acetone was admitted to the surface manually while the UHV apparatus was purged. In
detail, a lint-free cloth was moistened with acetone and carefully wiped across the entire surface
of the Ir crystal. Afterwards the UHV chamber was evacuated to a pressure of 1 · 10−7 mbar and
the laser beam operated at a wavelength of 266 nm and a power of 20 mW/cm2 was directed onto
the samples surface. The optimal spot position in front of the spectrometer entrance was found by
aligning the beam until the highest detector signal was obtained. The resulting spectrum shown
in figure 2.19 was recorded by summing the signal of 6 · 105 laser pulses at a surface temperature
of 300 K.

In the mass spectrum a large number of different peaks appears due to the dissociation
of the adsorbed acetone into several molecular fragments. All signals are assumed to belong to
singly ionized species. In this case their mass-to-charge ratios fit well with the values reported
in an electron impact ionization mass spectrometry experiment with acetone in the literature [78].
A possible mass assignment is suggested for the most prominent peaks in the spectrum. For the
fragmentation of the molecules on the surface two pathways can be proposed: The first possibility
is a direct photodissociation, in which the laser light excites and subsequently dissociates the
adsorbed molecule. On the other hand, the excitation of the substrate is possible. In this process
the adsorbed photon creates excited electrons or holes (hot carriers), which in turn induce a non-
thermal fragmentation of the adsorbate. On a metal surface like the employed Ir(111) crystal the
second pathway is more likely because of the large amount of electrons that are released at the
employed laser power.

In addition to the mass signals with a narrow peak width, a broad peak in the vicinity of
18 amu appears. This artefact can be assigned to water, ionized in the gas phase, as consequence
of the rather high pressure during the measurement. In a further step the sample was cleaned by
sputtering with the Ar Ion source (U = 500 eV, pAr = 5 · 10−6 mbar) for 30 min. Afterwards, all
peaks except the ones related to H+, H+

2 , and water disappeared. The addition of acetone into the
UHV chamber through a metering valve did not result in the reappearance of the further mass
peaks, although the sample was cooled to 170 K. Temperature-programmed reactive desorption
measurements monitoring the formation of acetone on Ir(111) [79] revealed an acetone desorption
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2.3 Temporal resolution

Figure 2.19: Time-of-flight mass spectrum of acetone ionized on the Ir(111) surface obtained at a laser
energy of 266 nm and a pulse duration of about 80 fs. A possible analysis of the obtained
mass peaks is given.

peak at about 300 K. This shows that the adsorption of at least one monolayer of acetone from
the gas phase onto the Ir(111) surface should be possible at the applied temperature. A possible
explanation why no corresponding peaks were detected might be the necessity to adsorb multi-
layers for the detection of a distinct mass signal. So far nothing is reported about the temperature
required therefore. However, the functional capability of the spectrometer to detect charged frag-
ments, formed upon the laser induced decomposition of suitable molecules was confirmed.

2.3.3 Femtosecond laser system

For the realization of experiments with ultrahigh temporal resolution, the femtosecond laser sys-
tem represents a fundamental element. It can be employed to release photoelectrons from the
surface on the one hand and to excite and dissociate adsorbed molecules on the other hand. In
the first part of this chapter a short presentation of the generation of femtosecond pulses is given.
Subsequently, a technical description of the laser system setup as well as the characterization of
the thus generated ultrafast laser pulses follows.

2.3.3.1 Femtosecond laser pulses: General considerations

The generation of ultrafast laser pulses holds a central importance for our pump-probe experi-
ments, because the objects of investigation - the relaxation of unbound electronic states and molec-
ular fragmentation - take place on the femtosecond time scale. In order to reach this ultrashort time
regime, the mode-locking technique has to be employed:
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2 Spatio-temporal resolution: A novel experimental setup

In the usual multimode-regime a laser oscillates simultaneously over the large number of
different resonance frequencies of the cavity. At a defined resonator length (L), the frequency of all
possible laser modes (ν) as well as the spacing between neighboring modes (∆ν) is given through:

ν = n
c

2L
and ∆ν =

c
2L

n = 1, 2, 3, ... (6)

Exclusively longitudinal modes, for which the unsaturated gain exceeds the cavity loss, con-
tribute to the laser output spectrum. The resulting gain profile and therefore the number of free
self-oscillating modes depends upon the type of active medium. If all these frequencies are orga-
nized in a constant phase relation, the different waves interfere constructively at one point. Con-
sequently, the laser output is transformed into a periodic sequence of ultrashort laser pulses with
a high peak pulse energy - the laser is mode-locked [3]. The more modes contribute to the spectral
width (∆ f ) of the laser, the shorter is the temporal duration (∆τ) of the generated pulses. Under
consideration of a Gaussian pulse shape the following relation due to the Heisenberg uncertainty
principle is valid:

∆τ ≥ 0.441
∆ f

(7)

For the initiation of the mode-locking regime two main methods are utilized in the present
experiment: Passive mode locking via the Kerr-lens effect and active mode locking under the
application of an acousto-optical modulator (AOM).

Kerr-lens mode-locking occurs due to the fact that the refractive index of a nonlinear am-
plifying material depends on the light intensity (Kerr effect): A laser beam of Gaussian power
density distribution therefore feels a larger refractive index in its centre. For this reason, the laser-
active medium functions as a converging lens for high intensity light and thus strong intensity
maxima are stronger focussed compared to the weaker ones. Under well chosen conditions the
complete energy of the cavity may be concentrated in one single pulse. The basic principle of the
Kerr-lens mode-locking is illustrated in figure 2.20 a).
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Figure 2.20: a) Kerr-lens mode-locking occurs due to self-focussing of high intensity light in a nonlin-
ear medium after [80]. b) Absorption and emission spectra of Ti:Sapphire. The spectra are
plotted after [81].
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2.3 Temporal resolution

In addition, active mode-locking was employed. For that matter, a standing wave AOM,
controlled from an external rf signal, is inserted inside the laser cavity. It modulates the modes
at a specific periodicity close to the intermode spacing. As a result, each mode couples to the
sidebands created by the modulation of its neighboring frequencies. The phases of the modes
become locked onto each other [3, 80].

Ti:sapphire was employed as nonlinear amplifying material in the present work. Therein,
the Ti3+ ion embedded in the sapphire (Al203) host material is responsible for the laser transition.
The absorption of light occurs at 400 nm - 600 nm, while a rather broad emission band can be
found at values from 600 nm to 1 µm as shown in figure 2.20 b). A great advantage of this laser-
active material is its Kerr character according to which self-mode-locking arises subsequent to
small perturbations inside the laser cavity. Furthermore, a large number of modes contribute to
the laser output spectrum in a Ti:Sapphire laser giving rise to a broad spectral width and thus a
short temporal duration as described above.

2.3.3.2 Laser system setup

A commercial amplified femtosecond laser system (Spectra-Physics) was employed for the ex-
periments presented in this thesis. In figure 2.21 a schematic overview of this system, including
the single components as well as their most important parameters, is displayed.

Millennia VI (Spectra-Physics), a neodymium doped yttrium vanadate (Nd:YVO4) laser
with a maximum power of 6 W, is employed in order to pump the femtosecond oscillator. Its
basic wavelength of 1064 nm is converted to an output of 532 nm through frequency doubling
in a lithium triborate (LBO) nonlinear crystal. The resulting continuous light is directed into the
Ti:Sapphire oscillator (Spectra-Physics Tsunami) where 800 nm femtosecond pulses are produced
via mode-locking (see 2.3.3.1 for details).

Spitfire - Femtosecond amplifier

    800 nm, 35 fs, 

    1 kHz, 2.5 W

Tsunami - Femtosecond oscillator

    800 nm, 35 fs,

    77 Mhz, 500 mW
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Figure 2.21: Layout of the femtosecond laser system. The most important laser parameters for the single
components are indicated in the figure.
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2 Spatio-temporal resolution: A novel experimental setup

Afterwards, the power of the femtosecond laser light is increased employing a Ti:Sapphire
regenerative amplifier (Spectra-Physics Spitfire XP), pumped with the second harmonic (527 nm,
up to 20 mJ) of a nanosecond, Q-switched neodymium-doped lithium yttrium fluoride (Nd:YLF)
laser (Spectra-Physics Empower). In order to achieve light amplification, a laser pulse is trapped
in the laser cavity of the amplifier - under the use of a Pockels cell and a broad band polarizer -
until it is extracted at maximum intensity.

The peak power of a laser pulse in the Ti:Sapphire gain medium has to be limited to less than
10 GW/cm2 [82]. Otherwise a permanent damage of the crystal through non-linear processes
such as self-focussing can occur. Therefore the chirped pulse amplification (CPA) technique is
employed: The laser pulse is stretched out in time prior to introduction into the gain medium.
The stretched pulse exhibiting a sufficiently low intensity and a long duration is amplified and
subsequently recompressed to the original pulse width. The resulting femtosecond pulses exhibit
a power of 2.5 W at a repetition rate of 1 kHz and a wavelength of 800 nm. A more detailed
description of the Tsunami oscillator and the Spitfire amplifier, including the optical path in these
tools, can be found in [77].

Finally, the ultrashort amplified pulses were characterized and their wavelength was con-
verted from 800 nm to the energy required in the experiments as it is described in the following
sections.

2.3.3.3 Laser pulse characterization

In order to gain information about the employed laser pulses, their spectral and temporal width
was analyzed prior to the corresponding measurements. Subsequent to the femtosecond oscillator
a small portion of light can be directed into a commercial optical spectrometer (Newport OSM100,
spectral range 250 - 850 nm, resolution 0.3 nm) by an optical fibre. The incoming light is spectrally
decomposed by a grating (600 lines/cm), detected by a linear CCD detector and visualized on a
computer. Typically spectra with an output bandwidth of 30 nm and a central wavelength of 800
nm were obtained for the mode-locked pulses, as presented in figure 2.22.
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Figure 2.22: Output spectrum of the 800 nm beam recorded subsequent to the femtosecond oscillator.
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Figure 2.23: Optical layout scheme of the autocorrelator including a snapshot of a typical autocorrela-
tion curve at the amplifier output. Notations - M: Mirror, F: Filter, L: Lens, SHG: Crystal
for second harmonic generation, A: Aperture, BS: Beam splitter, CW: Control window.

In addition, the autocorrelation technique (Newport PulseScout) was implemented to anal-
yse the temporal profile of the amplified laser pulses. In figure 2.23 the beam path inside the
optical unit is displayed schematically.

Initially the incoming laser beam is divided into two identical parts at the beam splitter.
From here on each of these two beams passes a retroreflector, while one retroreflector is mounted
on an adjustable optical delay stage (oscillation frequency 10 Hz). As a result, a constantly varying
time delay between the two laser pulses is introduced before they are recombined in the beam
splitter and brought into focus at a thin nonlinear crystal. Due to a proportional correlation of the
intensity of the second harmonic light generated at this crystal and the temporal overlap of the
laser pulses, the resulting autocorrelation function (see figure 2.23) gives rise to the initial pulse
width of the laser beam. For optimal beam alignment inside the optical unit a small portion of
back reflected light can be seen and therefore adjusted at the control window. The autocorrelation
function A(τ) with I(t) and I(t-τ) being the incoming wave intensities is given as follows.

A(τ) =
∫ ∞

−∞
I(t)I(t− tD)dt (8)

tD = Time delay between the two laser pulses
t = Input variable (time)

Under consideration of a Gaussian pulse shape, the intensity function I(t) results in the in-
tensity autocorrelation A(τ):

I(t) = exp

−( 2
√

ln2t
∆τFWHM

p

)2
 → A(τ) = exp

−( 2
√

ln2τ

∆τFWHM
a

)2
 (9)
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Consequently, the relation between the laser pulse width ∆τFWHM
p and the autocorrelation

width ∆τFWHM
a is given through the factor

√
2 and in case of the experiments presented in this

thesis, a pulse duration of approximately 35 - 40 fs was found.

2.3.3.4 Wavelength conversion and pump probe setup

Subsequent to the femtosecond amplifier, the emerging 800 nm pulses are split into two beams.
One third is guided to the experiment at the fundamental wavelength, while the remaining two
thirds are directed into a third harmonic generator (THG). Therein, further wavelengths required
for the photoinduced experiments are generated by the application of two 0.3 mm thin β-Barium
borate (BBO) type I crystals. In these nonlinear crystals two photons are combined to a single pho-
ton of summed up energy and thus lower wavelength compared to of the initial photons. In the
case of the applied BBO type I crystals, the two mixing photons should have the same polariza-
tion. The beam path through the THG is displayed schematically in figure 2.24. Dichroic mirrors
are employed in order to separate/combine laser photons of different energies.

800 nm

Third harmonic generator

400 nm

266 nm

A

A

A

BBO

BBO

PDλ/2DM

DM

Delay stage

BS

DM CM

CM

M

A    Aperture

BBO   BBO type 1 crystal

BS    Beam splitter

CM    Collapsible mirror

DM    Dicrioc mirror

λ/2    Half wave plate

   Mirror

PD   Photodiode

Delay stage II

Delay stage I

Experiment

Figure 2.24: Scheme of the laser beam path subsequent to the amplifier. The 800 nm light can be used
directly or is converted into the second and third harmonic by means of a third harmonic
generator. Due to two delay stages the length of the laser beam pathways can be varied to
control the pulse delay in pump probe experiments.
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2.3 Temporal resolution

The incoming fundamental wave is doubled to 400 nm in the first BBO crystal (29.2◦ cutting
angle) with an efficiency of about 40 %. Afterwards, it can be coupled out of the THG as shown by
the light-colored, dotted additional beam path in figure 2.24. For frequency tripling the original
pump wave and its frequency doubled part are combined in the second BBO crystal (44.3◦ cutting
angle). Therefore, a temporal overlap as well as the same polarization of these two beams was
ensured by means of a mechanical delay stage and a half-wave plate. The resulting efficiency
gains 10 % of the initial pumping beam.

For the investigation of ultrafast processes in real time a pump-probe setup was established:
Both the fundamental and the converted laser light are each guided across a computer controlled
delay stage before they are combined directly in front of the laser entrance window of the exper-
iment. The 800 nm beam passes a linear stage (Newport M-IMS300PP) with a travel range of 300
mm and a resolution of 1.25 µm, applied to roughly compensate the different path length. In order
to find the exact point of temporal overlap and to control the precise time delay between the pump
and the probe laser pulse, the beam part emerging from the THG is directed across a further linear
delay stage (Newport M-443). A motorized actuator (Newport LTA-HS) connected to this stage
enables a stepwise variation of the two pathways in increments of 0.1 µm.

An important matter prior to all time-resolved experiments is the determination of zero time
delay between the excitation (pump) and detection (probe) laser pulse. In the present experiment
the transient two-photon photoemission signal from the Ir(111) surface was employed for this
purpose. Due to the large work function of the surface (see 4.2.1) neither a single pump photon
(266 nm or 400 nm) nor a single probe photon (800 nm) is able to directly release photoelectrons
from the surface. The intensities of both beams were adjusted to equal two-photon photoemission
currents and the path length of the pump laser pulse was varied. When the point of zero time
delay was reached, the electron current from the surface strongly increased.
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Figure 2.25: Determination of zero time delay between the pump (266 nm) and probe (800 nm) laser
pulse via two-photon photoemission. The photoemission yield from the Ir(111) surface is
recorded with a pico-Amperemeter on the ToF spectrometer entrance electrode.
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2 Spatio-temporal resolution: A novel experimental setup

The data in figure 2.25 represent the photoemission yield detected on the ToF spectrome-
ter entrance electrode (biased at 10 V) by means of a commercial pico-Amperemeter (Keithley
instruments).

In summary, amplified femtosecond laser pulses of different wavelength (800 nm, 400 nm
and 266 nm respectively) can be directed into the UHV chamber, either as a single pulse or with
a defined temporal delay between a pump and a probe pulse. Typical output parameters are a
repetition rate of 1 kHz and a minimum pulse duration of 35 fs.
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3 Graphene-supported metal cluster nanostructures

Graphene - a two dimensional material consisting of a single graphite layer - attracted enormous
attention during the last years. If it is supported by a metal single crystal surface it provides
a geometric template to obtain nearly perfectly monodisperse metal cluster arrays. The subject
of investigation in the present work was the well-known Ir(111)/graphene/cluster system. The
advantage of this surface as a substrate for molecule-light interaction experiments consits in the
simple preparation routine to obtain a well-defined, highly symmetric sample. Thus, the effect of
optical excitation on metal clusters with defined extensions from a few atoms to the nanometer
scale can be systematically investigated.

The following section describes the preparation and characterization of the Ir(111)/graph-
ene/cluster samples in the new experimental setup with regard to the findings presented in the
literature. Furthermore the effect of different cluster metals as well as the stability of the chosen
system is exemplified.



3 Graphene-supported metal cluster nanostructures

3.1 The Ir(111) substrate

An Iridium single crystal cut along the (111) crystallographic surface (MaTeck) was employed as
a substrate for graphene preparation. Iridium is a very hard and brittle transition metal, which
exhibits a face-centered cubic crystal structure. Due to the fact that nearly no relaxation (surface
reconstruction) occurs, the utilized (111) surface can be modelled by a closed packed hard sphere
model in first approximation. Furthermore, Iridium provides a distinct chemical inertness and a
high melting point of 2700 K [83, 84]. In the subsequent section the preparation routine as well as
the characterization of the Ir(111) surface via different surface analytical techniques is detailed.

3.1.1 Preparation and characterization

In order to prepare a clean Ir(111) surface, the metal substrate was treated by Ar sputtering (500
eV, 5 · 10−6 mbar Ar, 30 min) in the first instance. In doing so, the topmost surface layers with the
most severe contaminations were removed and a rough surface remained. Afterwards, a heating
cycle, repeated once, followed. The first step of this cycle consists of heating the sample at 1050 K
in an oxygen atmosphere of 5 · 10−7 mbar for 30 min, prior to a flash to 1400 K at the same oxygen
pressure. This procedure was employed in order to etch away the carbon impurities, which can
be found on top of the surface as well as deeper inside the metal. In the final step of the heating
procedure, the crystal was flashed to 1400 K under UHV conditions to remove oxygen and further
adsorbates from the surface on the one hand and to form flat Ir(111) terraces on the other hand.

Subsequent to the preparation routine, the surface cleanliness was verified under the ap-
plication of STM, LEED and AES. In figure 3.1 an STM image of the stepped Ir(111) surface is
presented. Flat Ir(111) terraces of monoatomic step height (2.22 Å), extending over more than 100
nm, can be found in the image. On top of these terraces some light spots appear, which might
be assigned to the metastable spot-like structures emerging under oxygen excess observed previ-
ously [85] or to a small amount of residual carbon, but the further surface preparation process is
not affected by these slight impurities.

2.22 Å

Figure 3.1: STM image recorded from the clean Ir(111) surface (125 nm x 70 nm, tunnelling parame-
ters: I = 0.2 nA, U = 1.5 V). A height profile taken along the white bar is included.
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a) b)

Figure 3.2: a) LEED image (Ep = 150 eV) of the clean hexagonal Ir(111) surface. b) Auger electron
spectrum recorded from a clean Ir(111) surface (EP =2000 eV). The corresponding Auger
transitions are indicated in the figure.

The LEED diffraction pattern displayed in figure 3.2 a) exhibits sharp spots in a hexagonal
arrangement, indicating little defects and a high periodicity and symmetry of the Ir(111) crys-
tal surface. Besides, AES was employed to characterize the surface composition and a resulting
Auger spectrum is shown in figure 3.2 b). The Auger peaks in the energy range from 150 - 250
eV can be assigned to the Ir MNN transitions reported in the literature [86, 87]. Merely for the
peak expected at 216 eV a slight deviation is detected - it appears rather broad and with its min-
imum at 206 eV. In addition to the Iridium peaks, the carbon KLL transition is visible in the AES
spectra. Aside from carbon impurities within the first surface layers, this peak may also trace
back to carbon emerging from the spectrometer itself, because an increase of this peak is observed
during longer AES measurements. Further preparation cycles did neither influence the spot-like
structures visible in the STM images nor the carbon peak in the AES spectra.

3.2 Two-dimensional graphene films

The preparation of well-defined metal cluster nanostructures is based on an unique support sys-
tem, namely graphene. Theoretical studies regarding this two dimensional sp2 hybridized carbon
layer date back to the 1950s [88]. Although the experimental realization of graphene monolay-
ers on metal [26] or titanium carbide [89] substrates was well-known for some time, it could
be successfully isolated only about ten years ago [90]. In 2010, A. Geim and K. S. Novoselov
were awarded the Nobel Prize in physics for their graphene experiments [91]. Aside from its
two dimensional geometric structure, graphene attracts a considerable interest due to its unusual
electronic [92, 93] and optical properties [94]. These characteristics give rise to possible future
applications of graphene including electronic components [95,96] and transparent electrodes [97].

The subsequent section briefly details these particular properties prior to the discussion of
metal supported graphene. In addition, the present experimental results on the Ir(111)/graphene
system will be discussed.
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3.2.1 Electronic properties

Although graphene consists of one single carbon layer only, its lattice structure exhibits a striking
robustness. This is due to the sp2 hybridization between one s and two p orbitals of the carbon
atoms. A trigonal planar structure, in which each carbon atom is linked to three further ones via a
σ bonding, results. These σ bonds have a closed electronic shell and therefore do not contribute to
the conductivity of graphene. The remaining p orbital, arranged perpendicular to the molecular
plane, is half filled. It can form covalent bonds with the neighboring carbon atoms and, hence,
create a π band across the entire surface [38]. In figure 3.3 the graphene honeycomb lattice is
presented to illustrate the description of the structural and electronic properties. The hexagonal
structure is constructed from two triangular substructures with a carbon-carbon distance (a) of
1.42 Å. The lattice vectors are given through:

a1 =
a
2
(3,
√

3), a2 =
a
2
(3,−

√
3), (10)

while the reciprocal-lattice vectors can be written as follows.

b1 =
2π

3a
(1,
√

3), b2 =
2π

3a
(1,−

√
3). (11)

At the corners of the Brillion zone the so-called Dirac points K and K‘ can be found. They
are of particular importance to understand the physics of graphene. In order to calculate the band
structure of graphene, the tight-binding approximation [98, 99] can be applied. In this model the
possibility of electron hopping to both, the nearest and the next-nearest neighbor is considered.
The Hamiltonian for the interaction of these electrons adds up to the following energy dispersion.

E±(~k) = ±t
√

3 + f (~k)− t‘ f (~k) (12)

t = Nearest-neighbor hopping energy (different sublattice)
t‘ = Nearest-neighbor hopping energy (same sublattice)
~k = Reciprocal lattice vector

a) b)

Figure 3.3: Graphene lattice and Brillouin zone. a) The lattice of graphene is composed of two tri-
angular substructures (blue and yellow) with the lattice unit vectors a and the nearest-
neighbor vectors δ. b) Brillouin zone: The Dirac points can be found at the K and K‘ points.
Reprinted with permission from [38].
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Conduction band π*

Valence band π

Fermi
energy

Figure 3.4: The electronic dispersion in the honeycomb lattice of graphene. An energy spectrum in
units of t and a zoom into of the energy bands close to one of the Dirac points is presented.
Reprinted with permission from [38].
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A plot of the energy resulting from equation 12 results in the band structure presented in
figure 3.4. In the case of a neutral free standing graphene sheet (as in figure 3.4), the Fermi energy
is in accord with the Dirac points, where the valance and the conduction band meet. Although
the density of states vanishes at these points, graphene does not have a band gap. The Fermi level
separates occupied and empty states, which makes graphene a so-called zero band gap semicon-
ductor [100].

The previous considerations were based on a free standing flat, two dimensional carbon
layer. If graphene is supported by a metal substrate, as described below, a periodic undulation
occurs [28]. Measurements regarding the Dirac point on these corrugated graphene sheets result
in the emergence of additional Dirac points [39]. A hexagon of replica cones surrounds the original
Dirac cone. This observation is consistent with measurements on band structures modified by a
periodic external field, which also gave rise to multiple Dirac points [101].

3.2.2 Epitaxial graphene on metal single crystal surfaces

The three most common preparation techniques for graphene layers are mechanical exfoliation
[102], epitaxial growth on SiC [103], and epitaxial growth on transition metal crystals. In the
present work only the third method, which will be presented in the following two sections, is
employed. The growth of single layer carbon sheets on metal surfaces due to the thermal decom-
position of hydrocarbons was reported first in 1992 [26]. With the increase of the scientific interest
of graphene the focus was drawn to this technique again and a great deal of research was carried
out to understand the growth and the properties of supported graphene [104].
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Figure 3.5: Dirac cones of pristine, Ir(111) supported and Ru(0001) supported graphene. The Fermi
level of supported graphene is shifted relatively to the Dirac point with respect to graphite.

Until today, a large number of different metal supports such as for example Ir(111) [23],
Ni(111) [24], Pd(111) [25], Pt(111) [26, 27], Ru(0001) [29, 30], were investigated. The choice of the
metal substrate influences the structural as well as the electronic properties of the graphene layer.
In the case of a free standing single graphite layer (pristine graphene) the Dirac point coincides
with the Fermi energy (cf. 3.2.1). However, if graphene is grown on a metal surface, its Fermi level
shifts with respect to the Dirac point. The direction and degree of the shift depend on the applied
metal as shown by the following comparison. In the Ir(111)/graphene system the Fermi level is
shifted down by 0.1 eV only [39]. In contrast, an upshift of 1.8 eV due to a charge transfer from
the surface is reported for Ru(0001)/graphene [105] (see figure 3.5).

The difference in the interaction between graphene and the substrate metals is also reflected
in their interlayer distances. Based on DFT calculations, the distance between graphene and the
Ir(111) surface was found to be 0.34 nm [106]. This value, which is close to the distance between
graphene planes in graphite (0.334 nm) [107], can be attributed to the weak electronic interaction.
In contrast, the strong electronic interaction between graphene and the Ru(0001) surface leads to
a interlayer distance of 0.145 nm [108]. For the experiments presented in this thesis graphene was
prepared on an Ir(111) surface.

As it is the case for several different metal substrates [104] a superstructure becomes clearly
visible in STM images taken on Ir(111)/graphene (figure 3.6 a)). A moiré unit cell with a repeat
vector of 25.3 Å [22] forms the base of the surface structure, which originates from the super-
position of two regular lattices - the Ir(111) lattice with an atomic nearest-neighbor distance of
2.715 Å [109] and the carbon lattice with a periodicity of 2.45 Å [110]. In the following text, the
anatomy of a single moiré cell as indicated by a white rhombus drawn into the STM image in
figure 3.6 b) will be addressed.

The structure of both constituting lattices is well known: The hexagonal honeycomb graphene
structure on the one hand and the unreconstructed (111)-oriented iridium fcc surface on the other
hand. On the Ir surface three sites of different symmetry can be found: The top sites directly above
the iridium atoms feature the highest symmetry. Moreover, two very similar types of threefold co-
ordinated adsorption sites exist, namely the fcc and the hcp stacking sites. They only differ due to
discrepancies in the second layer of the iridium surface. In figure 3.6 c) a model generated by the
geometric superposition of the topmost Ir layers and the graphene structure [111] is presented.
Three distinct regions, which differ by the arrangement of the carbon atoms with respect to the
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top

25 Å

a)

b)

c)

Figure 3.6: a) Typical STM image (60 nm x 40 nm) of the Ir(111)/graphene moiré superstructure (tun-
neling parameters: 1.0 nA, 0.5 V). b) Close-up STM image in atomic resolution (tunneling
parameters: 1.1 nA, 0.02 V, 1/f filter applied). The image was treated with a high-frequency
filter to minimize disturbing noise signals. The superstructure unit cell is marked as a white
rhombus. c) Top and side view of the modelled geometrical structure of Ir(111)/graphene.
The three different regions (top, fcc and hcp) are indicated by arrows and circles. Reprinted
with permission from [111].

underlying iridium sites, are indicated by circles (upper image) and arrows (lower image). Their
names correspond to the Ir site located below the center of the carbon rings in this region.

In the top regions an iridium top site is centered in the graphene hexagon while all six
carbon atoms are positioned over threefold coordinated hollow sites. The fcc (hcp) regions center
a threefold coordinated fcc (hcp) hollow site in the carbon honeycomb. From this model it can
be seen that the fcc and hcp regions exhibit striking structural similarities: One half of the carbon
atoms is located above an iridium top site and the other half occupies hollow sites. In contrast,
no carbon atom is positioned above an Ir surface atom in the top regions which makes this region
very different. STM studies even found a markedly different height of the carbon atoms in the top
regions. The graphene layer thus exhibits a periodical height corrugation [22]. Consequently, the
top regions can clearly be distinguished in STM images as in figure 3.6 a), where they appear as
pronounced bright spots. A very detailed description of the structure of Ir supported graphene
can be found in [110].

In the scope of this work the Ir(111)/graphene superstructure is of great importance because
it provides the template for the growth of a regular cluster array. A more detailed discussion of
the binding properties of the different regions will be given in chapter 3.3.

3.2.3 Preparation and characterization

In order to grow epitaxial graphene on transition metal substrates, carbon has to be provided to
the surface. It can be supplied by three different types of common carbon sources:
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• Chemical vapor deposition from the gas phase - The Ir substrate is heated in a hydrocarbon
(ethylene) atmosphere. The preparation of exactly one monolayer is feasible because the gas
is catalytically dissociated on the metal, but not on the graphene. Hydrogen desorbs and the
remaining carbon forms graphene.

• Decomposition of carbon at the surface - Hydrocarbons are adsorbed to saturation on the
surface at room temperature. Afterwards, the crystal is heated to a temperature at which a
catalytic dissociation of the hydrocarbons occurs. This method is also referred to as temper-
ature programmed growth.

• Segregation from the bulk - In some metals, e.g. Ru(0001) [108], carbon impurities from the
bulk, which can be enriched artificially, are used to grow graphene. In order to diffuse the
carbon from the bulk to the surface, a prolonged crystal annealing at high temperatures is
required.

In the context of this work only the first two techniques were employed because the solubil-
ity of carbon in the Ir(111) bulk is very low [112]. As a result, the segregation method would lead
to high degree of imperfection in the graphene layer even at high preparation temperatures. In
the subsequent sections the preparation and characterization of graphene on the Ir surface via the
remaining two methods is detailed.

3.2.3.1 Chemical vapor deposition - CVD

For the purpose of the preparation of a graphene surface coverage of exactly one monolayer the
CVD method was applied during this work. The Ir crystal thereby was annealed to 1400 K in
an ethylene atmosphere of 5 · 10−7 mbar for 30 s. The denoted pressure corresponds to the back-
ground pressure of the UHV system because the complete vacuum system was filled with ethylene
via a leak valve for that matter. Subsequent to the preparation process STM images were recorded
to control the quality of the graphene monolayer as prepared.

a) b)

Figure 3.7: (a) 60 nm x 125 nm STM image (tunneling parameters: 0.02 V, 1.1 nA) of graphene grown
on Ir(111) at 1320 K crossing several Ir steps. b) Atomic resolution STM image of graphene
growing across a step edge (tunneling parameters: 8 nm x 8 nm, 0.02 V, 1.2 nA, 1/f filter
applied). The image was treated with a high-frequency filter to minimize disturbing noise
signals.
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The large-scale STM image presented in 3.7 a) shows a defect-free moiré domain extending
over two step edges like a blanket which is in good agreement with the results from Coraux et. al,
who reported the CVD of ethylene on hot Ir(111) to yield a structural coherency over step edges on
the micrometerscale [23]. In the close-up image 3.7 b) the moiré superstructure is superimposed
by a smaller hexagonal structure made up from dark spots. Each of this spots corresponds to the
center of one carbon honeycomb, where the electron density is lowest [110]. As a consequence,
the continuous atomic arrangement in graphene across a step edge becomes evident in the image.

In addition, the high periodicity and symmetry of the Ir(111)/graphene superstructure can
be determined from the LEED pattern of this surface as presented in figure 3.8 a). It consists of
six spot groups in a hexagonal arrangement with two main spots each. The inner main spot can
be assigned to the Ir(111) structure while the outer spot is due to the carbon overlayer, which
exhibits a slightly smaller lattice repeat vector compared to the iridium surface. These two spots
are surrounded by further satellite spots reflecting the hexagonal moiré superstructure [110].

The comparison between an AE spectrum prior to and after graphene preparation via CVD
is presented in figure 3.8 b). Together with a decrease of the Ir peaks the carbon KLL transition
at 273 eV becomes more pronounced. A quantitative analysis of the surface coverage via AES is
possible in general, but inaccuracies may occur due to the carbon emerging from the spectrometer
(see above). Therefore, STM was employed as a technique to determine the surface coverage and
the graphene quality subsequent to each preparation procedure in the present work.

If CVD is employed as preparation method, a partial graphene coverage of the surface can be
obtained by reducing the rate and duration of the ethylene addition. But a more reproducible and
constant technique to prepare defined surface coverages the temperature programmed growth.
The results of this technique are addressed in the following section.

a) b)

C

Ir

Figure 3.8: a) LEED pattern (Ep = 150 eV) of graphene on Ir(111). First order Ir and C spots, as
well as the surrounding moiré spots are visible. b) Auger electron spectrum recorded before
(black line) and after (red line) the preparation of graphene on Ir(111) at EP =2000 eV. The
corresponding Auger transitions are indicated.
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3.2.3.2 Tempreature programmed growth - TPG

In temperature programmed growth preadsorbed ethylene is decomposed upon annealing. The
advantage of this method is the generation of very reproducible carbon surface coverages. In
the present experiment the graphene amount on the crystal surface was regulated by the num-
ber of subsequent preparation cycles. The first step of such a cycle consist of ethylene dosage at
a chamber background pressure of 4,3 · 10−7 for 30 s. The crystal was thereby kept at temper-
atures between 300 K and 200 K. Ethylene is known to have a sticking coefficient near unity on
Ir(111) [113], which ensures surface saturation at the specified parameters. After pumping the
UHV system to its usual background pressure again the surface was flashed to 1400 K. The de-
composition of ethylene to carbon and hydrogen is already completed at 820 K [113], but higher
preparation temperatures lead to larger graphene islands [23] which is important for the subse-
quent preparation of nanocluster arrays on top of these islands. In figure 3.9 an STM image of
several graphene islands together with uncovered Ir(111) areas is shown.

As in the case of graphene prepared via CVD the graphene superstructure is clearly visible.
Graphene islands can be found on the flat crystal terraces as well as on step edges. In order
to determine the graphene surface coverage in dependence of employed TPG cycles, large-scale
STM images were taken subsequent to each deposition step in a series of cycles (figure: 3.9 a)).
The island density decreases with an increasing number of TPG cycles while their average size
increases. In figure 3.9 b) the experimentally determined graphene coverages are plotted as a
function of TPG cycles. In this analysis only the graphene coverage on top of expanded Ir islands
was taken into account and each white square represents an average value over several STM
images. The error was estimated to be 10 % of the graphene coverage.

Figure 3.9: 63 nm x 28 nm STM image (tunneling parameters: 1.0 V, 0.3 nA) of several graphene
islands grown on the Ir(111) surface via TPG. On the right side, the growth of a graphene
island across a step edge is imaged.
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a)

b)

1 TPG cycle 2 TPG cycles 3 TPG cycles

4 TPG cycles

Figure 3.10: a) STM images showing the development of the graphene layer for one to four TPG cycles
(size: 100 nm x 100 nm, tunneling parameters: 1.0 V, 0.3 nA). b) Graphene surface
coverage as a function of employed TPG cycles: The experimental data are given by the
white squares while the red line represents a fit (see text for details) through these values.

The data were fitted employing the following differential ansatz as described by Kralj et
al. [114].

dθ = (1− θ)λdN (14)

θ = Surface area covered by graphene in ML
N = Number of applied TPG cycles
λ = Fit correction value (0.27 in the displayed curve)

It is assumed that the graphene growth rate is proportional to the still uncovered surface
area. The solution of the differential equation gives the graphene coverage in monolayers:

θ = 1− e−λN (15)

The graphene coverage increases in a kinetic growth model fashion with the number of
TPG cycles and approaches the maximum coverage of one monolayer. In the present work ad-
vantage is taken of the reproducible TPG method to investigate the electronic structure of the
Ir(111)/graphene system at different graphene coverages. Furthermore, the simultaneous pres-
ence of Ir and graphene on the surface is of great help for the coverage determination, when Ir
clusters are deposited as described in the following chapter.
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3.3 The preparation of metal cluster superlattices

The Graphene moiré on noble metal surfaces provides a versatile template for the ordered growth
of regular cluster nanostructures with equally spaced and sized clusters [22, 34–36]. This was
first shown for the formation of Ir cluster superlattice on the Ir(111)/graphene system [22]. In
the moiré structure three extremal regions for Ir cluster bonding are available, namely the fcc,
hcp, and top sites (see chapter 3.2.2). Experimental as well as theoretical findings show that Ir
clusters on Ir(111)/graphene bind most strongly to the hcp regions [39, 106, 110] which leads to
a hexagonal cluster arrangement as illustrated in figure 3.11. Therein the downward-pointing
triangles are assigned to the hcp binding sites. The drawing illustrates the binding of the Ir clusters
in a schematical way in reference to the moiré unit cell displayed in figure 3.6 c). In order to
distinguish the fcc from the hcp regions, atomically resolved images showing graphene and Ir(111)
side by side are required [33].

The preferential binding of the Ir clusters to the hcp-type regions can be explained based on
the following reasoning: The interaction between the graphene sheet and the Ir substrate is rather
weak [39]. Through metal deposition the graphene layer rehybridizes from sp2 to sp3 carbon
bonds at a specific location in the moiré unit cell. Consequently, a strong, diamond-like carbon
metal bond between the substrate and the deposited metal is formed [106]. Within the moiré
unit cell this rehybridization is solely possible where the carbon rings center around a threefold
coordinated site because in this case three carbon atoms are positioned on top of Ir surface sites. In
comparison, in the top regions where all local C atoms lie above Ir hollow sites the cluster binding
via rehybridization cannot take place.

The only difference of the hcp-type regions compared to the fcc sites can be found in the sub-
surface Ir layer. As a result of a second neighbor effect on the adsorbed carbon a slightly different
influence on the bonds in these two similar regions appears. The fcc-type binding sites constitute
a second, shallower potential energy minimum for Ir on graphene and also become partly popu-
lated at 160 K. Cluster adsorption at atop-type areas is never observed. For the deposition of other
materials than Ir the preferential adsorption on hcp regions is not evident.

Iridium

hcp

top

fcc

Figure 3.11: The graphene superstructure offers a template for well ordered cluster lattices. Cluster
nucleation only takes place in the hcp regions (left image, tunneling parameters: 20 nm x
12 nm, 0.02 V, 1.9 nA, 1/f filter applied) which leads to a hexagonal cluster arrangement
(right image, tunneling parameters: 40 nm x 40 nm, 2.8 V, 0.3 nA) as illustrated by the
yellow dots.
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Especially metals with a different crystal structure like W (bcc) or Re (hcp) prefer binding to
the fcc regions or even exhibit an unspecific adsorption [33]. In the present thesis the deposition
of silver was investigated in addition to the well-known Ir(111)/graphene/Ir system. The results
are presented in the following section.

3.3.1 Influence of the cluster material

The graphene moiré on Ir(111) was introduced as an active template for the growth of cluster
nanoarrays, but the quality of these structures strongly depends on the applied metal. Figure 3.12
displays a comparison between the so far unknown deposition of silver to the established iridium
cluster growth. In both cases, the metal is evaporated atomically from a homebuilt metal oven
(see chapter 2.1).

The deposition of silver did not result in a regular cluster nanostructure. Large clusters with
an extension up to 20 nm and without any observable order induced by the graphene surface.
Further investigations showed that the Ag clusters can easily be shifted or removed with the STM
tip which indicates a weak surface bonding. In contrast, the expected hexagonal arrangement of
equally spaced and sized clusters was apparent upon Ir evaporation. The different behaviour of
various metals on Ir(111)/graphene was also reported by N´Diaye et al., who found that Pt, W,
and Re form epitaxial cluster superlattices while Fe and Au do not [33]. Based on these results,
they gave three key factors that govern a regular cluster growth:

• A certain match of the graphene unit cell repeat distance and the nearest-neighbor distance
of the deposited metal.

• A large cohesive strength to form strong metal-carbon bonds

• A large extension of a localized valence orbital to interact with the graphene and thus to
rehybridize the carbon atoms

a) b)

Figure 3.12: 125 x 125 nm STM images emphasising the influence of the deposited cluster material:
a) Silver grown on a graphene monolayer (tunneling parameters: 0.5 V, 0.1 nA, 1/f filter
applied). b) Ir clusters grown on graphene islands (tunneling parameters: 2.8 V, 0.3 nA,
1/f filter applied).
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The first point is important to position the first layer cluster atoms atop every second carbon
atom. Due to the fact that Ir provides an ideal cluster material its nearest-neighbor distance of
about 2.7 Å [33] was considered as a proper value. A comparison of the corresponding values for
Ir and Ag is given in table 1.

Element Nearest-neighbor distance Cohesive energy Valence d-orbital radius

Iridium 2.72 Å 6.94 eV [115] 67.6 pm [116]
Silver 2.89 Å [117] 2.95 eV [117] 53.6 pm [116]

Table 1: The three main factors of a material to form a superlattice: Comparison of Ir and Ag.

In the case of silver the nearest-neighbor distance is too high to ensure an ideal match with
the graphene unit cell. Moreover, the higher cohesive energy as well as the enhanced valence
d-orbital radius of Ir explains the difference in cluster growth compared to Ag. Two appropriate
methods to prepare more regular nanostructures of metals not suited for the growth of regular
cluster arrays are either low-temperature growth or cluster seeding [33], but for the purpose of
the present project the focus was completely centered on the Ir(111)/graphene/Ir system.

3.3.2 Ir cluster superlattices: Growth and stability

In addition to the choice of a suitable material, the order of the metal cluster superlattice on
Ir(111)/graphene can also be influenced via the preparation routine. In figure 3.13 the depen-
dence of the cluster growth and structure on the time scale of metal deposition is presented. The
Ir clusters in the left image were grown at an evaporation rate of 4·10−3 ML/s which results in
randomly arranged clusters on top of the graphene islands. Further STM investigations showed
that a longer metal evaporation at the given rate results in larger clusters, but not in an improve-
ment of the order. In contrast, a regular structure of equally spaced and sized clusters can be
prepared at an evaporation rate of 1·10−2 ML/s (right image). In order to determine the Ir deposi-
tion rates (and coverages), several STM images were analyzed by means of the computer program
WSxM [69]. Thereby, the fractional area of Ir islands formed on the graphene-free Ir(111) areas
upon Ir evaporation was estimated. In the case of bilayer islands the area of the single height
levels was added. The unit 1 ML corresponds to a complete coverage of the graphene-free Ir(111)
areas with one Ir layer of monoatomic step height.

On the basis of this observation conclusions regarding the Ir cluster growth mechanism on
graphene can be drawn. N´Diaye et al. report a distinct cluster mobility of cluster adatoms and
dimers at temperatures around 300 K [22]. If the adatom/dimer moves to an empty unit cell, it
will rest there, but if it arrives in an occupied cell, coalescence to a larger cluster occurs. Starting
from 3-5 atoms per cluster, a stable binding to the unit cell of arrival is preferred to further cluster
hopping. Therefore, a fast deposition rate compared to the time scale of intercell mobility, as in
the case of 3.13 b), prevents cluster coalescence processes: Stable clusters form prior to a possible
intercell movement of the nucleation seeds.

Apart from the preparation conditions for the generation of regular and monodisperse hexag-
onal cluster nanostructures on Ir(111)/graphene, their stability and the absence of sintering at the
temperatures applied in the present experiments have been investigated. In order to avoid effects
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a) b)

Figure 3.13: Dependence of the cluster growth and structure on the deposition procedure: a) Ir clusters
grown at a deposition rate of 4·10−3 ML/s (tunneling parameters: 63 nm x 63 nm, 1.5
V, 0.3 nA, 1/f filter applied). b) Ir clusters grown at a deposition rate of 1·10−2 ML/s
(tunneling parameters: 63 nm x 63 nm, 1.5 V, 0.2 nA, 1/f filter applied).

arising from adsorbates in 2PPES (chapter 4), a slight heating of the cluster sample is required. For
that reason, a sequence of STM images was recorded to identify the optimal heating temperature.
The resulting images for 0.6 ML Ir on a partial graphene coverage after two different heating steps
of 300 s are presented in figure 3.14. The temperature range of the high temperature pyrometer
applied to control the surface temperature starts at 500 K (see 2.1 for details). Therefore, the tem-
perature of the first heating step had to be estimated from the setting parameters of the electron
impact heater. The temperature for the second step was measured with the pyrometer but at the
lowest measurable value a rather large error has to be taken into account.

It is apparent that the Ir cluster superlattice is stable up to about 400 ± 20 K which provides
a reasonable temperature to desorb the unwanted adsorbates. At this temperature the monolayer
Ir islands on graphene-free areas already grow larger, but the cluster order as well as the cluster
height is unaffected.

a) b) c)

Figure 3.14: Temperature stability of the cluster superlattice: a) STM image of the Ir(111)/graphene/Ir
sample as prepared. b) Sample after heating to approximately 400 ± 20 K for 300 s. c)
Sample after heating to approximately 500 ± 20 K for 300 s (tunneling parameters: 63
nm x 63 nm, 1.5 V, 0.3 nA). The corresponding height profiles across the white lines are
shown in the right corners.
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However, the annealing step to about 500± 20 K causes a considerable number of larger and
higher clusters, which are preferentially located next to empty moiré cells. The proposed reason
for the observed coalescence is a thermally activated cluster fluctuation around their equilibrium
positions within the moiré unit cell [33]. Large sized clusters, as in the presented images, have
inter-cluster distances of a few Å . For coalescence they do not have to move far within their
unit cell to encounter a neighboring cluster. Clusters, extending over more than two moiré unit
cells, result from several subsequent cluster sintering events. In contrast, thermally excited small
clusters, which consist of few atoms only, leave the moiré unit cell completely to reshape with
neighboring clusters.

3.3.3 Ir cluster superlattices: Coverage determination

The Ir coverage on the Ir(111)/graphene surface can be controlled by means of the evaporation
time at a constant power applied to the Ir filament. Thus, the investigation of different sample
properties as a function of a defined cluster size is possible. In order to calibrate the amount
of Ir in terms of monolayers (ML) the fractional area of deposit islands on the clean Ir(111) sur-
face was obtained via STM image analysis (see chapter 3.3.2) subsequent to defined deposition
times. Therefore advantage was taken of the TPG method to prepare partial graphene coverages:
A determination of the deposited amount of Iridium is possible on the bare Ir(111) surface si-
multaneously with the investigation of the cluster formation on the adjacent graphene islands.
A sequence of STM images recorded subsequently to the preparation of different Ir coverages at
room temperature is presented in figure 3.15 a).

In the present experiment the metal evaporator was operated at the required power (30
W) for 30 s before the sample surface was positioned in front of it. After this short warm-up a
constant metal flux and therefore a linear dependence of the surface coverage on the deposition
time is expected. However, the experimental results presented in figure 3.15 b) do not exhibit
a strictly linear correlation. Especially for small coverages a large deviation from the linear fit
occurs which can be associated with the finite STM tip size. Due to tip broadening effects a precise
determination of the coverage is not possible for very small islands of Ir on Ir(111). The linear fit
through the experimental values (red line), results in a deposition rate of 1 · 10−2 ML/s at the set
parameters.

For the quantitative analysis of the 2 PPES measurements presented in chapter 4 the graph-
ene area covered by Ir clusters after a defined deposition time is of fundamental importance. Due
to the occurrence of three dimensional clusters this value is more difficult to obtain compared to
the fractional Ir coverage on Ir(111). In the following text, the evaluation method, developed for
this purpose, is detailed. From the STM images three main parameters can be determined:

θ - The partial Ir coverage of the graphene free areas (see above)
h̄ - The average cluster height
n - The percentage of occupied moiré unit cells referred to as sticking coefficient
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b)

a) 0.12 ML 0.25 ML 0.40 ML

0.53 ML

Figure 3.15: a) STM images showing the development of the Ir coverage (size: 63 nm x 63 nm, tunnel-
ing parameters: 1.3 V, 0.4 nA). b) Ir surface coverage (in ML of the areal atomic density of
the Ir(111) surface) as a function of the deposition time. The Ir coverage was determined
from the Ir island size on Ir(111). See text for details.

Furthermore, the moiré unit cell accommodates 87 Ir surface atoms. Therefore, the aver-
age cluster size (s̄) in number of atoms is given through equation 16. In the present evaluation
procedure each cluster (at a defined coverage) is assumed to consist of the same number of atoms.

s̄ =
87 · θ

n
(16)

A further question on the way to determine the covered graphene area is the distribution
of the number of Ir atoms to the different cluster levels in three dimensional clusters. The height
of each single cluster is assumed to be an integer number of (111) layers. For simplifying rea-
sons, the height of one cluster layer is thus assumed to be 2.22 Å in accordance with the size
of a monoatomic step height on an Ir(111) terrace. Detailed investigations of the apparent cluster
heights showed a slight deviation from this value for the first two layers due to density-of-state ef-
fects [33]. The average cluster height (h̄ [Å]) obtained from the STM images can be non-integer due
to averaging of different height levels existing simultaneously. In the present evaluation method
the presence of more than two different cluster heights on the same sample is excluded. Conse-
quently, the percentage of clusters at each of the two heights (h [ML]) can be calculated from the
average cluster height (h̄ [Å]).

What is more, the in-plane-texture of the clusters has to be included in the considerations
regarding the covered graphene area. It was indeed found previously that Ir clusters on Ir(111)/
graphene are epitaxial clusters with the (111) cluster planes parallel to the substrate surface and
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the 〈11̄0〉 cluster directions parallel to the 〈11̄0〉 directions of the Ir surface [33, 106]. A ball model
of a five-layer cluster of 140 atoms, consistent with the reported structure, is presented in figure
3.16 a).

On the basis of this model the number of atoms per cluster can be distributed to the single
cluster height levels. In detail, the first (lowest) cluster level is formed by one layer of Ir atoms
oriented parallel to the Ir(111) surface planes. If this layer becomes larger, a triangular shape is
suggested according to the shape of the hcp cluster binding site in the graphene moiré superstruc-
ture. The upper cluster levels are each assumed not to extend the layer beneath and are added in
the stacking order of the face-centered cubic crystal structure of Iridium. For cluster sizes at which
a symmetric distribution of the number of atoms to different levels is not possible, the lowest layer
is extended. The models proposed for the cluster sizes investigated in the 2PPES experiments are
presented in figure 3.16 b).

Subsequent to this step the number of atoms in the lowest layer (s̄u) is obvious for every
cluster height (h [ML]) and the fractional area of covered graphene θgraphene can be calculated:

θgraphene =
s̄u

87
· n · 100 (17)

In the case of two different cluster heights present on the surface at the same time the covered
graphene area was calculated for each height individually and the resulting values were summed
up considering the fractional ratio of these two heights.

In summary, the percental area of the graphene sheets covered by Ir clusters can be de-
termined due to the combination of detailed STM image analysis and structural considerations.
Thereby, the following simplifying assumptions were made:

• At a defined Ir coverage the number of atoms is equal for each cluster

• The height of each additional cluster layer is 2.22 Å

• No more than two different cluster heights are present on the same sample

In table 2 the resulting values and corresponding errors for the Ir coverages, which were
investigated in the 2PPES experiments, are listed. The parameters θ, h̄ and n were determined
from the analysis of a large number of STM images and in the table the obtained mean values as
well as the standard deviation from the mean values are given.

In order to calculate the percental area of the graphene sheets covered by Ir clusters their
number of atoms as well as their distribution into the single cluster height levels was determined
on the basis of several assumptions. Therefore, an error of ± 20 % of the values obtained for the
percental graphene area covered by Ir clusters was estimated. Consequently in the case of large
cluster sizes, for which several different distributions of Ir atoms into the cluster height levels are
imaginable, a large error results.
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a)

Cluster: 140 atoms

First layer: 46 atoms

b)

126 atoms

 32 atomsCluster: 18 atoms 20 atoms  24 atoms

14 atomsFirst layer: 12 atoms

Cluster: 46 atoms 46 atoms

16 atoms 20 atoms

First layer: 27 atoms 24 atoms
46 atoms

Figure 3.16: a) Ball model of a five-layer cluster of 140 atoms. Reprinted with permission from [33].
b) Possible cluster models proposed for the different cluster sizes obtained in the present
experiment.

θ/ML h̄ / Å n s̄ h / ML s̄u θgraphene / %

0.08 ± 0.04 2.22 ± 0.4 0.39 ± 0.05 18 100 % 1 ML 18 8 ± 1.6
0.12 ± 0.03 2.80 ± 0.7 0.57 ± 0.05 18 80 % 1 ML 18 12 ± 2.3

20 % 2 ML 12
0.20 ± 0.03 3.40 ± 0.9 0.87 ± 0.05 20 45 % 1 ML 20 17 ± 3.3

55 % 2 ML 14
0.25 ± 0.03 3.70 ± 0.8 0.91 ± 0.05 24 30 % 1 ML 24 19 ± 3.6

70 % 2 ML 16
0.35 ± 0.025 4.35 ± 0.9 0.95 ± 0.05 32 100 % 2 ML 20 22 ± 4.4
0.53 ± 0.02 5.50 ± 0.9 1.00 ± 0.05 46 50 % 2 ML 27 29 ± 5.8

50 % 3 ML 24
1.45 ± 0.02 8.8 ± 1.0 1.00 ± 0.05 126 100 % 4 ML 46 53 ± 10.6

Table 2: Determination of the graphene area covered by Ir: Parameters and errors.

For comprehension a brief summary of the parameters defined during this chapter is given:

θ = Fractional Ir coverage of the graphene free areas in percent
h̄ = Average cluster height in Å
n = Partial fraction of occupied moiré unit cells
h = Cluster height as an integer number of Ir (111) ML
s̄ = Average cluster size in number of atoms
s̄u = Number of atoms in the lowest cluster layer
θgraphene = Fractional area of the graphene sheets covered by Ir clusters
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4 Two-photon photoemission spectroscopy

Two-photon photoemission spectroscopy provides a valuable tool for the spectroscopy of excited,
unoccupied intermediate electronic states with energies between the Fermi and the vacuum level
- an energy range which is otherwise difficult to access. Furthermore, the parameter space com-
pared to one-photon photoemission becomes expanded by the possibility to perform bichromatic
experiments on the femtosecond scale. In order to follow the population of the intermediate states
in real time, a time delay is introduced between two laser pulses. This unique technique permits
the detailed investigation of the electron dynamics at different surfaces.

In this chapter, the influence of the Ir cluster coverage on the stability of the image poten-
tial states detected on the Ir(111)/graphene surface is discussed. The two-photon photoemission
spectroscopy experiments reveal a decrease of the image state peaks which is surprisingly large
compared to the graphene area covered by Ir. This effect can be related to the influence of the Ir
clusters on the screening of the image state electron trapped in front of the surface.

In addition the impact of adsorbate molecules on the electronic state structure of the system
is described.

hν
1

hν
2



4 Two-photon photoemission spectroscopy

4.1 Basic aspects

In two-photon photoemission spectroscopy (2PPES) an electron from an occupied state below the
Fermi level is excited to an intermediate electronic state by a (pump) photon from a pulsed laser.
From here a second (probe) photon excites the electron above the vacuum level. The kinetic energy
distribution of the released photoelectrons provides information about the unoccupied electronic
state structure at the surface of solids. The basic principal of 2PPES is schematically represented
in figure 4.1. On the left hand side of the drawing the electronic density of states of Ir(111) is
shown to illustrate the relationship with the 2PPE process. The work function Φ is defined as
the minimum energy required to remove an electron from a solid to the vacuum. If the removed
electron remains in vacuum with zero kinetic energy, it is at the level of vacuum energy EVac. Due
to the fact that the states of a solid are occupied up to the Fermi level EFermi the work function is
given by:

Φ = EVac − EFermi. (18)

In 2PPES the photon energy has to be smaller than the work function of the surface to avoid
one-photon photoemission which would completely obscure the 2PPE signal [118].

Two different processes are possible to release an electron with two subsequent photons as
illustrated on the right hand side of figure 4.1. First an electron can stay in a stable intermediate
electronic state Ei until it absorbs the second photon and second a transitions via a virtual state can
occur. This second possibility is much less probable than the first and thus results in a considerably
lower 2PPES signal intensity.

E

E
Fermi

E
Vac

E
Kin

 0

 Φ
E

i

pump

probe

Ir

DOS

Figure 4.1: Schematic energy diagram illustrating the excitation steps in 2PPES. Also shown is the
electronic density of states of Ir plotted after [64]. The excitation via a real intermediate
electronic state Ei as well as via a virtual intermediate state are indicated.
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4.1.1 Image potential states

Image potential states (IPS) constitute a special kind of stable intermediate states arising from an
electron situated at distance z in front of a clean metal surface. Its corresponding electric field leads
to a charge redistribution at the surface which screens the bulk metal from the external field of the
electron and is described by positive elementary image placed at -z. In figure 4.2 a) the concept
of such an image charge as well as the resulting electric field lines, which are perpendicular to the
surface in the whole surface plane, are displayed. If the electron moves in front of the surface,
the charge rearrangement changes in a way that the hypothetical opposite charge also moves like
a mirror image of the electron. The attractive force between the electron and the image charge
can be derived from a Coulomb-like potential V(z) approaching the vacuum energy EVac for large
distances:

V(z) = EVac −
e2

4πε0

1
4z

(19)

e = Elementary charge
ε0 = Vacuum permittivity

Due to the fact that the electron and the image charge are separated by a distance 2z a
factor 4 in the denominator of the image potential occurs. The electron becomes trapped in front
of the surface because its energy is too low to overcome the vacuum barrier and band-structure
effects restrain it from penetrating into the metal again. The quantum-mechanical solution of
this problem is analogous to the hydrogen atom - a series of bound states converges towards the
vacuum level with the energies [119]:

E(n) = EVac −
13.6eV
16n2 = EVac −

0, 85eV
n2 n = 1, 2, ... (20)

a) b)

Å
surface

E

Ψ
n

2

Figure 4.2: Image potential states: a) The electric field of an electron in front of metal surface at a
distance z. b) The attractive image potential leads to a series of bound states. For the lowest
two states the probability densities are shown. Both figures are reprinted with permission
from [120].
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Compared to the hydrogen atom the binding energies of the image states are reduced by a
factor of 16 due to the factor 4 mentioned above. In figure 4.2 b) the square of the wave function
for the lowest two states on Cu(111) are shown [121]. The wave functions were obtained from the
radial part of the wave function for the hydrogen atom multiplied by the factors z and 4 resulting
from a different distance compared to the hydrogen problem. The distance between the maximum
electron probability density and the surface amounts to several Å for the first two states [122,123].

The investigation of image potential states by means of 2PPE experiments was first reported
in 1985 [124]. Up to today a great deal of detailed information on the spectroscopy of image
potential states has been obtained and reviewed, e.g., in [121, 125–127].

4.1.2 Energy distribution curves

The results of the two-photon photoemission experiments are usually presented as energy distri-
bution curves (EDC) in which the number of detected electrons is given as a function of the kinetic
energy Ekin. For the conversion from the time-of-flight, determined in the present experiment, to
the required scale see chapter 2.3.1.3. In figure 4.3 a) a typical 2PPE spectrum of the Ir(111)/0.25
ML graphene surface with two obvious peaks is displayed as an example.

The rather large peak at Ekin = 0 can be assigned to one-photon photoemission processes of
electrons excited thermally above EFermi [121], next to the emission of secondary electrons. These
electrons forming the low-energy cut-off of the spectrum leave the sample with negligible kinetic
energy. In contrast, the electrons excited directly from the Fermi level exhibit the maximum pos-
sible kinetic energy Emax

kin and form the high-energy cut-off, also referred to as Fermi edge. The
second peak in the spectrum is caused by the two-photon excitation via an intermediate state like,
e.g., the image potential state n = 1. The probability of a two-photonic transition is much higher
via a defined intermediate state than via a virtual state. Therefore defined peaks appear in the
EDC, if such a state can be populated by the first photon.

E
kin

E
vac

E
Fermi

IPS n = 1

hν hν

hνhν

a) b)

Figure 4.3: Electron distribution curves: a) Two-photon photoemission spectra of the Ir(111)/0.25
graphene surface. The high- (low-) energy cut-off is indicated by the broken line. b) Exci-
tation scheme of two different photoemission processes illustrating the correlation with the
resulting spectrum.
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The correlation between the two-photonic excitation of electrons into vacuum and the differ-
ent features arising in an energy distribution curve are illustrated in figure 4.3 b). Apart from the
investigation of unoccupied intermediate states a further important parameter, namely the work
function, can be obtained from two-photon photoemission measurements. Based on the fact that
the electrons with Emax

kin are excited from EFermi it is determined as follows:

Φ = hν1 + hν2 − Emax
kin . (21)

The change of the work function in the course of an experiment results in a change of the
spectrum width. In the literature the abscissas of the 2PPE spectra may vary according to their
physical interpretation. In addition to the denotation in Ekin an energy scale with reference to the
Fermi energy is common for metals:

E− EFermi = Emax
kin − hν2 + Φ = hν1 + (Emax

kin − Ekin). (22)

In order to simplify the comparison of the measured data to literature values, some of the
spectra presented in this thesis were converted to the E - EFermi scale.

4.1.3 Work function: Global and local view

In the case of an inhomogeneous surface the global and the local work function have to be dis-
tinguished. If a single crystal surface is partially covered by large adsorbate islands, the work
function of the adsorbate-substrate system results on top of these islands in close proximity to the
surface. This work function value is referred to as local work function. On the clean substrate
terraces in between the local work function of the bare substrate is found. At the border between
the two different surface components an electric field oriented parallel to the surface exists. This
field is reduced with increasing distance from the surface and at large distances to the surface an
average value of the two local work functions according to their area percentage is detected - the
global work function. The minimum distance required to compensate the work function differ-
ences of two surface components and therefore to monitor the global work function corresponds
to the lateral extension of the adsorbate islands.

Consequently, 2PPES measurements always detect the global work function [118]. In order
to measure the local work function, the photoemission of adsorbed Xe atoms represents an appro-
priate method with a resolution up to the size of a Xenon atom [128]. Furthermore, Kelvin probe
microscopy [129] and scanning tunneling spectroscopy [130] can be applied to determine the local
work function on an inhomogeneous surface.

In section 4.1.1 image potential states were introduced as intermediate electronic states.
Therefore the question arises, whether an electron trapped in an image potential state feels the
local or the global work function. The first studies addressing this problem dealt with image
states on a Pd(111) surface covered with differently sized Ag islands. They showed that the elec-
trons in an image state are laterally localized on the Ag patches and strictly respond to the local
work function [131, 132]. As a consequence, 2PPES of image potential states represents an addi-
tional method to probe local work function differences. However, the average island dimensions
have to be larger than the typical distance of the image potential state probability density maxima,
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which are of the order of a few nanometers for the lowest image potential states. Otherwise the
screening of the image electron by the surface charge redistribution is not possible and the IPS
cannot exist.

4.2 Experimental results: 2PPES of Ir(111)/graphene

In the present work the unoccupied electronic state structure of the inhomogeneous Ir(111)/
graphene surface was monitored. With the new experimental setup a systematic investigation
of this system by means of 2PPES in combination with in situ STM was possible for the first time.
Up to now either STM studies [42, 133] or photoemission experiments [39–41] were carried out
at Ir supported graphene islands. In the following chapter the electronic effects resulting from a
large difference in the local work function of the graphene islands and the underlying Ir substrate
are emphasized. In addition, the first time resolved measurements realized within the new UHV
chamber are presented.

4.2.1 Work function and image potential states

In figure 4.4 the comparison of two photoemission spectra obtained from Ir(111) and graphene
covered Ir(111) are displayed on the kinetic energy scale.

Ir(111)
Ir(111)/graphene

∆Φ

Entire spectrum

Peak area

Ir(111)

a) b)

c)

Figure 4.4: a) Electron distribution curves obtained at an excitation wavelength of 266 nm from a bare
Ir(111) surface (black) and from an Ir(111) surface covered by 0.25 ML graphene (red).
Thin gray lines represent the original experimental data, which were low pass FFT filtered
to obtain the colored spectra. b) Power dependency of the integral photoemission signals
obtained from the Ir(111) surface represented in a double logarithmic representation. The
black line represents a linear fit to the experimental data. c) Power dependency of the
integral photoemission signals obtained from the Ir(111)/0.25 ML graphene surface. The
data obtained for integrated entire area of the spectra (black open squares) are compared to
the area of the intermediate state peak (red dots). The red lines represents a linear fit to the
experimantal data.
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The low-energy cut-off of both spectra representing the least energetic electrons is fixed to
Ekin = 0. Therefore, a decrease in the global work function becomes apparent through a shift of the
high-energy cut-off to larger kinetic energies. To the right of the spectra the corresponding power
dependencies of the photoemission intensity are represented in a double logarithmic representa-
tion. A slope of n = 2 is expected for a 2PPE spectrum. If the integrated entire area of the spectra
is considered as photoemission intensity, a value of approximately n = 1.4 results because one-
photonic processes contribute to the low-energy peak (see 4.1.2). In contrast, the expected power
dependency is found, if only the area of the intermediate state peak is integrated, indicating an
explicit two-photonic process.

The black 2PPE spectrum (figure 4.4) was obtained from a clean Ir(111) surface at an excita-
tion wavelength of 266 nm. In order to avoid an influence due to adsorbates, the spectrum was
measured shortly after surface preparation at a temperature of about 300 K. From the width of
the spectrum a surface work function of 5.5 ± 0.1 eV can be determined, which is in reasonable
agreement with the reported literature values of 5.79 eV and 5.76 eV [134, 135] for the Ir(111) sub-
strate. On the basis of the reading accuracy of the spectrum width - from which the Ir(111) work
function results - an error of ± 0.1 eV was assumed. For all further work function determinations
presented in the present thesis the same error (± 0.1 eV) is indicated.

After the preparation of 0.25 ML graphene on the Ir(111) substrate via one TPG cycle the
2PPE spectrum represented by the red electron distribution curve in figure 4.4 results. Compared
to the bare Ir(111) substrate two obvious changes appear. The first one is a shift of the high-
energy cut-off by 0.3 eV. Consequently, the overall sample work function is lowered to 5.2 ± 0.1
eV. This value displays the global (average) work function of the Ir(111)/graphene islands and
bare Ir(111) terraces according to their area percentage. The second significant difference between
the two spectra is the appearance of an intermediate state peak. The explanation of this feature is
illustrated in the schematic energy level diagram in figure 4.5.

hν hν

hνhν
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hν hν
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Ir(111) Ir(111)/graphene

Φ
Φ

Figure 4.5: Schematic energy level diagram illustrating the 2PPE spectra of the Ir(111) and the
Ir(111)/graphene surface with 266 nm excitation wavelength. The global sample work func-
tion decreases when the Ir surface is covered with graphene and the IPS can be excited with
one photon.
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Similar to various other clean metal surfaces a series of image potential states (IPS) con-
verging to the vacuum level is found on the bare Ir(111) surface. Due to the large work function
these states are inaccessible with one photon of 266 nm wavelength. At this wavelength a three-
photonic processes, which is completely obscured by the 2PPE signal, is required to populate and
subsequently probe the image states.

If graphene is grown on the Ir(111) surface, the work function locally decreases to 4.4 eV
on the graphene islands. A decrease of the work function implies a lowered vacuum level with
respect to the Fermi energy. The image potential states are pinned to the vacuum energy and
therefore their energetic distance to the Fermi level also decreases. As a consequence, the image
potential states on top of the graphene islands can become populated at a photon energy of 4.7
eV and give rise to the additional peak. The spectra presented in figure 4.4 were measured with
two photons of 266 nm. In this monochromatic experiment only one image state, namely the n =
1 state, appears in the resulting spectra. For a detailed explanation of this effect see chapter 4.2.2.

The electrons in the image potential states on a partially graphene covered Ir(111) surface are
localized on top of the graphene islands, where the local work function is lowered compared to the
bare substrate terraces. At a partial coverage of the Ir surface with 0.25 ML graphene islands with
an extension of 20 nm and more are found. This value is large compared to the typical distance
of the probability density maximum of an electron in an image potential state which is of the
order of nanometers. Consequently, the image electrons respond to the local work function of the
graphene islands as schematically illustrated in figure 4.6. The localization of the electrons on the
graphene areas is further facilitated by the large work function difference between the graphene
layers and the Ir(111) substrate [40].

A systematic study of the work function dependence on the graphene coverage was carried
out. The results are presented in figure 4.7. The global work function Φ decreases approximately
linearly from the value of the bare Ir(111) surface to the value of 1 ML Graphene on the Ir(111)
surface. Subsequent to 4 TPG cycles the work function is lowered to a value which enables one-
photonic photoemission and the 2PPE signal becomes obscured.

20 nm

Φ Ir(111)

Φ Graphene

z

Surface
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Figure 4.6: Schematic illustration of the discrimination between the global and the local work func-
tion: At a lateral island extension of 20 nm the work function difference between Ir(111)
and graphene is compensated 20 nm above the surface. The electrons in the IPS therefore
correspond the local work function.
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0.25 ML  0.40 ML  0.55 ML  0.65 ML  

a) b)

Figure 4.7: a) Photoemission spectra showing the change of the work function with increasing graphene
coverage on the Ekin scale. Thin gray lines represent the original experimental data, which
were low pass FFT filtered to obtain the colored spectra. b) Presentation of the global sample
work function (black dots) and the energy of the first two image states with respect to EFermi
as a function of the graphene coverage. The energetic positions of the n = 2 IPS peaks were
obtained from bichromatic 2PPES measurements (see chapter 4.2.2 for details). The dashed
line represents a linear fit for the work-function change.

Due to the fact that the electrons in the image potential states are localized on the graphene
islands and strictly correlate with the local work function their energy relative to the Fermi level
stays constant over the complete range of investigated graphene coverages on Ir. Therefore the n
= 1 peak in the spectra presented on the kinetic energy scale (figure 4.7 a)) appears at a constant
distance from the Fermi edge (high-energy cut-off) which shifts to larger kinetic energies at a
decrease of the work function. In contrast, the IPS peak maxima are displayed at a constant energy
on the E - EFermi scale as reflected by the data points in figure 4.7 b).

The linear decrease of the global work function as well as the binding of electrons to image
potential states above the graphene islands observed in the present work fit well to the results
reported in literature [40]. As in the case of bare Ir(111) (see above) the obtained work functions are
in reasonable agreement with the previously reported values but systematically lower by about
0.2 eV [40].

A further point of importance is the dependence of the IPS peak intensity on the graphene
coverage. With increasing size of the graphene islands the area with the local graphene/Ir(111)
work function where the IPS is accessible increases. As a consequence, the probability of an elec-
tron to become trapped in an image state also rises. In figure 4.8 a) the evolution of the 2PPES
signal of the image state n = 1 as a function of the graphene coverage is presented on the E -
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a) b)
0.25 ML  
0.40 ML  
0.55 ML  
0.65 ML  

Figure 4.8: a) Series of 2PPE spectra showing the evolution of the image state as a function of the
graphene coverage on Ir (111). Thin gray lines represent the original experimental data,
which were low pass FFT filtered to obtain the colored spectra. b) A monotonic increase of
the relative IPS peak intensity, which was determined from the ratio of the maximum IPS
peak height to the height of the Fermi edge, is found.

EFermi scale, which simplifies the comparison of the different intensities. The quantification via the
absolute peak height is difficult because the overall photoelectron intensity fluctuates during a
series of measurements. Therefore, the relative peak intensity with respect to the Fermi edge was
determined (figure 4.8 b)) and an approximately linear correlation with the graphene coverage
results.

4.2.2 Bichromatic two-photon photoemission spectroscopy

In the 2PPES experiments described above frequency-tripled laser light with a wavelength of 266
nm was employed for the two subsequent excitation steps. This photon energy is required to reach
the image potential states in the first step but lies close to the sample work function.

Due to this fact one-photon photoemission of electrons excited thermally above EFermi sets in
and causes problems due to space charge [73] and spectral background effects [125, 136]. Bichro-
matic two-photon photoemission spectroscopy reduces this problem by using the fundamental
wavelength of the laser (800 nm) for the second excitation step. The signal counting rate (S) in
2PPES is proportional to the product of the light intensities (I) involved in the bichromatic experi-
ment:

S ∝ I266nm · I800nm. (23)

At a reduced laser intensity I266nm for the first excitation step the signal counting rate can
be kept constant by increasing I800nm which results in an increased signal-to-noise ratio compared
to monochromatic 2PPES as it was first shown for the image potential states on Ag(100) [136].
In figure 4.9 a bichromatic 2PPES spectrum (266 nm pump and 800 nm probe) recorded from
the Ir(111) surface covered by 0.25 ML graphene is presented. The photon intensities for both
wavelengths were decreased to a value at which no a signal counting rate was detected for the
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Figure 4.9: Bichromatic 2PPES spectrum from Ir(111)/0.25 ML graphene showing the first two image
states at 100 fs pump-probe time delay (pump pulse: 266 nm, probe pulse: 800 nm). The
thin gray line represent the original experimental data, which were low pass FFT filtered to
obtain the solid black trace. On the right hand side a schematic illustration of the excitation
mechanism is displayed.

separate single wavelengths. In addition to the image potential state n = 1, which was investigated
with monochromatic 2PPES before, a second peak appears. Due to its energetic position relative
to the Fermi energy, this peak can be assigned to the n = 2 state. A rather broad line width of 0.4
eV prevents the resolution of further image states.

4.2.3 Time-resolved measurements

The lifetime of image potential states can be monitored by means of two-photon photoemission
spectroscopy [137]. For this purpose the bichromatic technique is mandatory to distinguish be-
tween the first and the second excitation step. In the present experiment a computer controlled
delay stage (see chapter 2.3.3.4 for details) introduces a temporal delay between the pump and
the probe laser pulse before they are combined in front of the laser entrance window of the UHV
system.

In order to record a transient signal, which displays the intensity of the image potential
state as a function of the pump probe time delay, the two laser pulses are stepwise delayed with
respect to each other with a step width of 5 fs. At each fixed position the integral area of the image
potential state peak is detected and summed over 2500 laser pulses. The experimental data (open
squares) presented in figure 4.10 show the transient signal recorded of the n = 1 state for an Ir(111)
surface covered by 0.25 ML graphene. A fit of the experimental data gives rise to the absolute
lifetime of the IPS. Therefore, the electron response function E(t), best described by a first-order
exponential decay, as well as the Gaussian laser autocorrelation function G(t) have to be taken into
account:

E(t) = A0 · exp
(
− t

τ

)
and G(t) =

1√
2πσ

· exp
(

t2

2σ2

)
(24)
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with

σ =
∆τFWHM

p

2
√

2ln2
(25)

A0 = Initial intensity of electrons in the IPS
t = Decay time
τ = Lifetime of the electrons in the IPS
∆τFWHM

p = Temporal laser pulse width

The convolution integral of the single exponential decay function and the autocorrelation
function gives the desired fit function D(td) of the transient signal where tD displays the pump-
probe time delay:

D(tD) =
∫ +∞

−∞
E(t) · G(tD − t) (26)

= A0 ·
1
2
· exp

(
σ2

τ22

)
· exp

(
tD

τ

)
·
[

1− er f (
σ

τ
√

2
− tD

σ
√

2
)

]
(27)

In figure 4.10 the resulting fit is represented by the red line. The obtained lifetime of 30 ±
5 fs for the n = 1 image state on a Ir(111)/graphene surface is in good agreement with the values
reported by Niesner et. al. [40]. Their experiments result in a lifetime of 35 ±3 fs (114 ±6 fs) for
the first (second) image potential state. Due to the large line width in the present measurements
the peaks of n = 1 and n = 2 overlap in a way that complicates the determination of the lifetime
of the second image state. Consequently, all further measurements focus on the n = 1 state. But
the longer lifetime of the second image potential state with respect to the first one can be seen in
a series of bichromatic 2PPE spectra that have been obtained at different pump-probe time delays
(see figure 4.11).
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Figure 4.10: 2PPE transient signal of the peak area of the n = 1 image state on Ir(111)/0.25 ML
graphene. The red line represents the best fit to the experimental data with a first-order
exponential decay function convoluted with the Gaussian autocorrelation function.
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Figure 4.11: Bichromatic 2PPES spectra (266 nm pump, 800 nm probe) from Ir(111)/0.25 ML
graphene recorded at different time delays. Thin gray lines represent the original experi-
mental data, which were low pass FFT filtered to obtain the colored spectra.

At zero time delay, the peak corresponding to the first IPS dominates the spectrum and
due to its broad linewidth it extends into the energetic region where the second IPS peak arises.
With increasing time delay the intensity of the n = 1 peak decreases. Therefore the second image
potential state which is still present at 200 fs pump-probe time delay due to its enhanced lifetime
becomes visible.

4.3 Experimental results: The effect of cluster superlattices

In this chapter the effect of metal clusters on the unoccupied electronic state structure of Ir(111)/
graphene is discussed. Monodisperse arrays of equally spaced and sized Ir clusters were grown
on top of graphene islands and analyzed by means of 2PPES. Employing the additional scanning
tunneling microscope in the new apparatus for the in situ analysis of the substrate samples the
direct correlation of the detected electronic effects with the fractional area of graphene covered by
Ir clusters is possible.

The influence of the cluster nanostructures on the work function as well as on the IPS inten-
sity and lifetime is detailed in the subsequent chapter. Furthermore, the results of angle-resolved
measurements are presented which probe the energy dispersion of image potential states.

4.3.1 Work function and image potential states

A systematic study of the work function dependence on the fractional graphene area covered by
Ir clusters was carried out. For this purpose different amounts of Ir were deposited on an Ir(111)
surface covered by 0.4 ML graphene and investigated with monochromatic 2PPES. The initial
work function of the partially covered Ir crystal of 5.2 eV is large enough to prevent one-photonic
electron emission at an excitation wavelength of 266 nm. The coverage on the graphene islands in
per cent was determined as described in chapter 3.3.3. Figure 4.12 displays the experimental data
for several Ir cluster coverages.
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Figure 4.12: The global work function of a Ir(111)/0.4 ML graphene surface is presented as a function
of the fractional graphene area covered by Ir clusters. The dashed line represents a linear
fit for the work function change.

The global work function obtained from the width of the corresponding 2PPE spectra was
found to increase linearly with an increasing amount of deposited Ir. At a complete coverage of
the surface (graphene islands and Ir(111)) with multiple deposited Ir layers a work function of 5.4
eV results which is within the range of the value found for bare Ir.

In contrast, a non-linear effect on the peak intensity of the n = 1 image potential state was
monitored, as displayed in figure 4.13. The relative height intensity of the image state, detected at
0.4 ML graphene on Ir(111), already strongly decreases at a low percental coverage of the graphene
islands with Ir clusters. At a value of 10 - 15 % the peak intensity already decreased by half.
Moreover, the IPS peak is completely cleared away when half of the graphene islands are covered
by Ir which results in a total area of 0.2 ML bare graphene on Ir(111). In the experiments presented
in chapter 4.2 an image potential state peak of distinct intensity was found for an Ir(111)/0.25 ML
graphene surface (see figure 4.8).

These facts raise the question about the origin of the influence of the Ir cluster array on the
image potential state. On one hand a direct quenching of the image potential states due to an
influence of the clusters on their lifetime or energetic dispersion is possible. On the other hand the
rapid decrease of areas with a homogeneous local work function can lead to the drastic decrease
of the relative peak intensity. Both possible reasons are emphasized in the subsequent sections
and discussed in comparison with the results from the bare Ir(111)/graphene surface.

4.3.2 Time-resolved measurements

One possible explanation for the decrease of the image peak intensity could be a reduction of the
IPS lifetime due to the deposited Ir clusters. Therefore, time-resolved experiments were carried
out at an Ir(111)/0.25 ML graphene surface with diverse Ir coverages. In figure 4.14 the tran-
sient signals recorded at two different coverages of the graphene islands with Ir clusters (given in
percent) are displayed.

A fit to the experimental data as described in section 4.2.3 results in both cases in a lifetime
of 29± 5 fs for the n = 1 image potential state which is in agreement with the value 30± 5 fs found
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Figure 4.13: a) A stepwise coverage of the Ir(111)/0.4 ML graphene surface with Ir clusters leads to a
rapid decrease of the n = 1 image potential state peak intensity in the 2PPE spectra. Thin
gray lines represent the original experimental data, which were low pass FFT filtered to
obtain the colored spectra. b) The relative height intensity, which was determined from
the ratio of the maximum IPS peak height to the height of the Fermi edge, is shown as a
function of the percental graphene area covered by Ir. c) The STM images illustrate the
cluster coverages investigated in the 2PPES experiment (tunneling parameters: 63 nm x
63 nm, 1.3 V, 0.4 nA).
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17 % 0.40 ML0.53 ML 29 %

τ = 29 ± 5 fs τ = 29 ± 5 fs

Figure 4.14: 2PPE transient signals of the n = 1 image state recorded from an Ir(111)/0.25 ML
graphene surface with different Ir cluster coverages. The red line represents a fit to the
experimental data with a first-order exponential decay function convoluted with the Gaus-
sian autocorrelation function. The STM images of the corresponding coverages are shown
in the top right corners (size: 63 nm x 63 nm, tunneling parameters: 1.3 V, 0.4 nA).

for the uncovered Ir(111)/0.25 ML graphene surface. Consequently, it appears that the lifetime of
the image potential state is not quenched due to Ir cluster deposition. The intensity (counts) of
the two transient signals again reflects the decrease of the image peak intensity with increasing
coverage of the graphene islands. In the top right corners of the data curves, the STM image of
the corresponding coverages are presented.

4.3.3 Angle-resolved measurements

All two-photon photoemission spectra of the previous chapters have been obtained with the sam-
ple positioned perpendicular to the spectrometer axis. If the angle of electron emission is changed
by rotating the sample about its vertical axis (figure 4.15), the component of the k vector parallel
to the sample surface k|| can be obtained from the emission angle α:

k|| = sin(α) ·
√

2meEF

h̄
(28)

hν

α

Figure 4.15: The angle between sample and spectrometer axis is stepwise changed by rotating the sam-
ple about the central axis.
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The vector k|| remains constant during the photoemission process [138]. Consequently, the
dispersion of the image potential states can be determined by measuring the angle dependence of
the peak position EF.

During these experiments the parallel momentum of the electrons has to be kept constant
on their way from the sample surface to the spectrometer at each emission angle. This is achieved
by applying a bias voltage (UBias) between the sample and the spectrometer which exactly com-
pensates the contact potential difference [139]:

UBias =
∆Φ

e
==

ΦSample −ΦSpec.

e
(29)

For the investigated systems the work function of the sample ΦSample was obtained from the
width of a 2PPE spectrum recorded with the sample perpendicular to the spectrometer axis (α =
0 and k|| = 0, respectively), while the spectrometer exhibits a constant work function ΦSpec. of 4.6
eV (see chapter 2.3.1).

In figure 4.16 the energy dispersion of an Ir(111)/graphene surface reported by Niesner et.
al. [140] is displayed in the background. The superimposed experimental data points obtained in
the present work correspond to the energy of the maximum of the n = 1 state on the Ir(111)/0.25
ML graphene surface. The angle-resolved measurements were performed prior to (white squares)
and after (pink squares) the preparation of Ir clusters on the surface. In the case of a 12 % coverage
of the graphene islands with Ir clusters the energy dispersion does not differ from the one found
for the bare graphene surface. However, at 12 % graphene area covered by Ir clusters the relative
IPS peak intensity already decreased by half compared to the bare graphene.
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Figure 4.16: Energy dispersion of image potential states: The dispersion found by Niesner et. al. (back-
ground) is reprinted with permission from [40]. The overlying experimental data points
for Ir(111)/0.25 ML graphene correspond to the energy of the maximum of the n = 1 state
(marked by the red circle). For a partial coverage of the graphene islands by 0.12 ML Ir no
influence on the energy dispersion is found.
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As a result, the observed dramatic reduction of the IPS signal intensity upon cluster depo-
sition is not related to a change of on the nature of the image potential state. Neither its lifetime
nor its energetic dispersion is influenced at Ir cluster coverages which already lead to a drastic
reduction of the n = 1 peak intensity.

4.3.4 Symmetric surface heterogeneity

Due to the fact that the nature of the image potential states is unaffected by the Ir cluster super-
lattice the strong influence of the clusters on the IPS intensity has to originate from the absence of
large areas with a homogeneous local work function due to the symmetric arrangement of the Ir
clusters. The rapid decrease in the relative intensity of the n = 1 image potential state is empha-
sised once again in a direct comparison of the results from the bare Ir(111)/graphene surface with
an Ir(111)/0.4 ML graphene surface covered by different amounts of Ir in figure 4.17.

In part a) and b) of the image, the results from graphene islands on Ir(111) (without Ir clus-
ters) are summarized: The global work function determined from the width of the 2PPE spectra
linearly decreases from the value for bare Ir(111) to the value for a complete graphene monolayer.
At the same time the relative height intensity of the n = 1 state increases in an approximately linear
correlation with the size of the graphene islands. Moreover, the energetic position of the image
states stays constant with respect to the Fermi energy.

These findings, which are in accordance with literature [40, 140], were interpreted in terms
of local and global work function effects (see chapter 4.2.1 for details). In short, the electrons in
the IPS are localized on top of the graphene islands due to the lowered local work function there.
The probability of an electron to become trapped in an image state rises approximately linearly
with increasing graphene coverage.

The deposition of Ir clusters on top of the graphene islands (figure 4.17 c) and d)) results in
the expected development of the global work function (black dots in figure 4.17 c)). It linearly de-
pends on the covered graphene area because the mean value of the different local work functions
on top of the Ir clusters, the bare graphene areas, and the uncovered Ir(111) terraces is determined
from the width of the 2PPE spectra.

In figure 4.17 d) the relative intensity of the n = 1 image potential state as a function of the
graphene area covered by Ir clusters is displayed. Compared to the experimental data presented
figure 4.17 b) the relative intensity detected on the Ir(111)/0.4 ML graphene surface (without Ir
clusters) is slightly lower. This is due to the renewed preparation of the surface for each series of
measurements, but the obtained values coincide within the given error bars. The relative intensity
of the n = 1 image potential state rapidly decreases if the graphene area covered by Ir clusters
increases. The reason for this effect can be found in the influence of the Ir cluster lattice on the
screening of the IPS electron due to the symmetric surface heterogeneity after cluster deposition:
The image potential state electrons are localized on the graphene islands and pinned to their local
work function if the average island dimensions are larger than the typical distance of the proba-
bility density maximum of the IPS [141]. Otherwise a screening of the IPS electron by the surface
charge redistribution, which is the origin of the image potential, is not possible and the image
state cannot exist. In the case of the uncovered Ir(111)/0.4 ML graphene system the condition that
the average island dimensions are larger than the probability density maximum of the IPS is ful-
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Figure 4.17: a) The influence of a stepwise coverage of the bare Ir(111) surface with graphene on the
global work function (black dots) and on the energy of the IPS peaks relative to EFermi
(open red/blue squares) is presented. b) Change of the relative height intensity of the n
= 1 image potential state (open black squares) as a function of the graphene coverage on
Ir(111). c) If different amounts of Ir are deposited on top of an Ir(111)/0.4 ML graphene
surface leading to the generation of Ir clusters that cover the graphene islands, the global
work function (black dots) increases. d) In addition, the relative height intensity of the n
= 1 state (open black squares) strongly decreases.

filled because the graphene islands laterally extend over several nanometers while the probability
density maximum of the IPS electron is of the order of one nanometer. The deposition of Ir on this
surface leads to the formation of a symmetric distribution of Ir clusters on top of the graphene
islands. First, the preferred adsorption sites are occupied by small clusters, then these clusters
begin to grow (see chapter 3.3). Consequently, the lateral extension of homogeneous graphene is-
lands already drastically decreases at a low percental coverage by Ir clusters as it is schematically
illustrated in figure 4.18.

In figure 4.18 a) a 10 % coverage of the graphene island with two-dimensional clusters is
illustrated. At this value approximately 55 % of the sticking sites were found to be occupied (see
table 2). As a result, homogeneous graphene areas with a lateral dimension of 2 nm - 5 nm cover
about half of the graphene islands. Here the binding of an electron to an image potential state
is possible because the extension of these areas with the Ir(111)/graphene local work function of
4.4 eV is still larger than the typical distance of the probability density maximum of the IPS. This
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Figure 4.18: Schematic illustration of the influence of cluster superlattices on the extension of homoge-
neous uncovered graphene areas. a) At a low percental coverage of the graphene islands
by Ir clusters free areas with a lateral extension of 2 nm - 5 nm are found. On top of these
areas the binding of an electron to the image potential states is possible. b) If the extension
of the areas with the local work function of graphene is reduced to a value comparable to
the typical distance of the probability density maximum of an IPS electron (right image),
the screening of the image electron by the surface charge redistribution is not possible and
the IPS cannot exist anymore.

explains why an image potential peak with an intensity decreased by half compared to the bare
Ir(111)/0.4 ML graphene system is found at a 10 - 15 % coverage of the graphene islands.

If 50 % of the graphene is covered with Ir clusters (figure 4.18 b)), the average lateral exten-
sion of graphene areas with a homogeneous local work function decreased to about one nanome-
ter which is similar to the distance of the probability density maximum of the electrons trapped
in an image potential state. Consequently, the minimum size of homogeneous graphene areas is
below the value required for the existence of image potential states and the corresponding IPS
peak is not detectable anymore as it was found in the present experiment.

In summary, on homogeneous graphene areas of a certain minimum size an electron can be
excited to a stable state in a Coulomb-like potential and its charge is screened by the surface charge
redistribution. After the deposition of Ir clusters that cover about 50 % of the graphene islands
homogeneous graphene of this minimum size do not exist anymore. At the boundary between the
metal clusters and the graphene substrate an inhomogeneous electric field exists which perturbs
the charge redistribution and therefore prevents the screening and thus the stabilization of an
electron in an image potential state. This effect leads to the absence of a detectable image potential
state if 50 % of the graphene islands are covered by Ir clusters. At this value still about 20 % of
entire surface are covered by graphene but the extend of the single uncovered patches is too small
to screen the electric field of the image electron.

Furthermore, the finding that the nature of the detected IPS is unaffected by an Ir cluster
lattice (see chapter 4.3.2 and 4.3.3) can be explained by this hypothesis. All detectable image
potential state electrons are localized on bare graphene areas and therefore correspond to the same
local electronic environment where the lifetime of the IPS as well as their energetic dispersion is
the same.
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∆ = 0.14 eV

a) b)

Figure 4.19: Effect of an Ir cluster nanostructure on the energetic position of the IPS: a) With increasing
Ir coverage a shift of the IPS peak with respect to the Fermi edge of up to 140 eV is observed.
b) This effect is further emphazised by the direct comparison of two IPS peaks detected at
0% and 29 % graphene covered by Ir clusters. Thin gray lines represent the original
experimental data, which were low pass FFT filtered to obtain the colored spectra.

One additional feature apparent in figure 4.13 a) and 4.17 c) is outlined in figure 4.19 once
again. When the lateral dimensions of the homogeneous graphene areas decrease to about 2 nm,
a shift of the IPS peak of up to 140 meV to higher energy compared to a bare graphene surface is
observed. This energy shift is due to the lateral confinement of the image potential state electrons
on the graphene islands inbetween the Ir clusters - a situation which is schematically illustrated
in figure 4.19. The bottom of the potential well is given by the energy of the n = 1 image potential
state for graphene on Ir(111), while the height is limited by the energy of the n = 1 state on the Ir
clusters [132].

Based on this model the energy shift can be described by a simple particle-in-a-box model
[141]:

∆E =
h2n2

8 med2 n = 1 (30)

d2 = Area with a homogeneous local work function
me = Mass of the electrons

Although the shape of the graphene areas inbetween the Ir clusters can certainly not be
described by a simple square and the depth of the potential well is finite, the lateral extension of
the homogeneous graphene areas can nevertheless be derived from the obtained energy shift to a
first approximation [132]. For a shift of 140 meV, found for 29 % graphene covered by Ir clusters
(see figure 4.19), an area of 5.4 nm2 results which is in good agreement with the free graphene
areas expected at this coverage.
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Graphene

d

Ir Ir

Figure 4.20: Lateral confinement of an image potential state electron on a small graphene patch inbe-
tween Ir clusters. Due to the localization of the electron in the lateral dimension an energy
shift of the image potential state occurs as represented by the dottet line. The wave func-
tion of the image potential state is shown by the thin solid line. The schematic drawing
refers to a model presented for Ag on Pd(111) in [132].

4.4 Experimental results: 2PPES of Molecular adsorbates

A further important task of the present work was the investigation of adsorbed molecules on the
Ir cluster arrays. Therefore, 2PPES was applied to monitor the influence of molecular adsorbates
on the electronic structure of the surface. The resulting spectra not only reveal the electronic inter-
actions which occur between the molecule and the surface but also provide general information
if a molecular species adsorbs at the employed substrate at all. In the following the results of the
experiments will be presented in which the bare Ir(111) surface as well as the Ir(111)/graphene/Ir
cluster system were investigated with different molecular adsorbates.

In general two distinct electronic effects are reported for adsorbate systems, namely a change
of the work function on one hand and the (dis-)appearance of surface and intermediate states on
the other hand [125,142–144]. These effects originate from an adsorbate induced rearrangement of
the charge distribution and the corresponding dipole moment [118]. In addition, charge transfer
effects and Pauli repulsion can play a role in the influence on the electronic structure of the system
[144]. Figure 4.21 displays as an example the photoemission spectrum recorded from the bare
Ir(111) surface in comparison with the Ir(111) surface after the deposition of 10 L oxygen at an
excitation wavelength of 266 nm and a temperature of 170 K.

After covering the Ir(111) surface with oxygen, a positive change in the work function of
∆Φ = 0.7 ± 0.1 eV can be determined from the reduced spectrum width. This is in good agree-
ment with the value of ∆Φ = 0.56 ± 0.04 eV reported for the saturation coverage of oxygen on
Ir(111) [145]. Furthermore, an additional shoulder appears. The same feature was found on the
oxygen covered Cu(111) surface by Rieger et. al. [143]. They relate this peak to an oxygen-induced
occupied initial state. The influence of the oxygen atoms on the image potential states on Ir(111)
could not be investigated at 266 nm excitation wavelength due to the high work function of the
system. On Ag(100) it was found that the additional oxygen atoms act as scattering centers for
image potential state electrons and consequently lower the lifetime of these states [136].

The example described above shows that 2PPES represents an appropriate method to verify
the presence of adsorbate molecules on a surface. The first molecule tested as a possible adsorbate
for photodissociation experiments in spatio-temporal resolution was methyl bromide (CH3Br),
abbreviated as MeBr. It was chosen because the photochemistry of methyl halide molecules is
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Figure 4.21: 2PPES spectra of the Ir(111) surface prior to and after the admission of 10 L oxygen. The
original experimental data are represented by thin gray lines, which were low pass FFT
filtered to obtain the colored spectra.

well known on different surfaces [146–149]. The resulting 2PPES spectra recorded before and
after the admission of 20 L MeBr are presented in figure 4.22.

Neither the shape of the photoemission spectrum nor the work function changes upon the
dosage of MeBr onto the Ir(111) surface. In contrast, a distinct decrease of the work function has
been reported for methyl halide molecules on different the metal surfaces [77,150,151]. This leads
to the assumption that no (or very few) MeBr molecules were adsorbed on the Ir(111) surface. The
sample was kept at the lowest possible temperature (170 K) during the molecule admission and
the 2PPES experiments which apparently seems to be a too high temperature for the adsorption
of MeBr molecules on Ir(111).

TPD measurements regarding the adsorption of MeBr on Au clusters in comparison to a
complete Au film showed that the desorption temperature is increased in the case of small clusters
[77]. Therefore, the experiment described above was repeated on the Ir(111)/0.4 ML graphene/ Ir
cluster surface with 30 % of the graphene flakes covered by Ir. The resulting 2PPE spectra obtained
at an excitation wavelength of 266 nm prior to and after the MeBr admission on the cooled surface
are shown in figure 4.23 a). Similar to the bare Ir(111) substrate no change in the work function or
in the shape of the photoemission spectrum was found upon molecule deposition. In addition to
the 2PPE experiments the cluster covered sample was investigated by means of STM. It could not
be expected to resolve the single physisorbed molecules because the STM can only be operated
at room temperature, but a change of the contrast might appear upon molecular adsorption. For
this reason, a detailed investigation of the resulting STM images with grayscale histograms was
carried out employing two different methods, namely the recording of STM images prior to and
after MeBr admission at 170 K next to the recording of STM images during insitu MeBr admission.
Neither of the two techniques induced a detectable change of the STM contrast, as illustrated by
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Figure 4.22: 2PPES spectra of the Ir(111) surface prior to and after the admission of 20 L MeBr,
recorded at an excitation wavelength of 266 nm. The original experimental data are repre-
sented by thin gray lines, which were low pass FFT filtered to obtain the colored spectra.

a) b)

Figure 4.23: a) 2PPES spectra of the Ir(111)/0.4 ML graphene/Ir cluster surface prior to and after the
admission of 20 L MeBr. The original experimental data are represented by thin gray
lines, which were low pass FFT filtered to obtain the colored spectra. b) STM images and
corresponding grayscale histograms of the Ir cluster sample prior (upper imager) to and
after (lower image) the insitu admission of 20 L MeBr.
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the example in figure 4.23 b). As a result, no adsorption of MeBr on Ir(111) as well as on Ir(111)
clusters is detectable.

Due to the fact that measurements in spatio-temporal resolution with MeBr, which does ap-
parently not adsorb on the Ir(111)/0.4 ML graphene/ Ir cluster surface in the available tempera-
ture range, were not possible a new type of molecules was considered for the present experiment.
In the ideal case the adsorption of this molecule should be visible in STM images. Therefore,
organosulfur molecules were chosen because their adsorption on various metal single crystal sur-
faces as well as their mapping in STM is well known [44]. The photoemission spectra presented in
figure 4.24 were recorded from the bare Ir(111) surface in comparison with the Ir(111) surface after
the deposition of 10 L butanethiol at an excitation wavelength of 266 nm and a surface temperature
of 170 K.

A complete change of the 2PPE spectrum was found upon the adsorption of the alkanethiol
molecule: At the laser parameters employed for the bare Ir(111) surface the signal intensity in-
creased by several orders of magnitude. Therefore, the Ir(111)/10 L butanethiol spectrum (red
line) presented in figure 4.24 was recorded with a reduced laser power to enable the comparison
to the Ir(111) spectrum (black line) and to avoid peak broadening due to space charge effects.
Furthermore, the width of the energy distribution curve strongly decreased upon the adsorp-
tion of butanethiol. The resulting narrow peak as well as the increase of the signal intensity can
be explained by a reduction of the global work function to a value which enables one-photonic
photoemission. This explanation is consistent with the results from Rusu et al. who report a
work function reduction up to 2 eV upon the adsorption of thiolate molecules on noble metal
surfaces [152].
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Figure 4.24: 2PPES spectra of the Ir(111) surface prior to and after the admission of 10 L butanethiol.
The original experimental data are represented by thin gray lines, which were low pass
FFT filtered to obtain the colored spectra.
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4 Two-photon photoemission spectroscopy

Consequently, the adsorption of butanethiol on the Ir(111) surface could be confirmed by
means of two-photon photoemission spectroscopy which provided the starting point for several
additional experiments in the new experimental setup. The results of these measurements are
detailed in section 5.

4.5 Conclusions

The bound, unoccupied electronic state structure of the Ir(111)/graphene/Ir cluster system was
investigated by means of two-photon photoemission spectroscopy and a surprisingly large influ-
ence of the Ir clusters on the image potential states was discovered:

Prior to the deposition of Ir clusters the existence and the lifetime of image potential states
on top of differently sized graphene islands was monitored and found to be in agreement with the
findings reported in the literature. When a stepwise increased Ir cluster coverage was grown onto
this surface a rapid decrease of the corresponding image potential state peaks occurred while the
lifetime and dispersion of the image states remained unaffected. The relative height intensity of
the n = 1 state already strongly decreased at a 10 - 15 % coverage of the graphene islands with Ir
clusters and was completely cleared away when half of the graphene islands were covered. This
effect was related to the influence of the Ir cluster array on the screening of the image potential
state electron: At a low percental coverage of the graphene islands by Ir clusters the symmetric
cluster lattice already drastically reduces the lateral extension of graphene areas with a homoge-
neous local work function. From a certain minimum graphene area size, which is similar to the
distance of the probability density maximum of an IPS electron, the surface charge redistribution
required to excite an electron to a stable state in a Coulomb-like potential is not possible anymore
and the image potential state cannot exist.

Furthermore, 2PPES was applied to monitor the influence of molecular adsorbates on the
electronic structure of the surface. The resulting spectra revealed the electronic interactions be-
tween the adsorbates and the surface as well as the information if a molecule adsorbs at the
employed substrate at all. In contrast to MeBr, thiol molecules were recognized as a promising
system for further experiments in the new experimental setup.
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5 The adsorption of organosulfur molecules

The adsorption of organosulfur molecules onto numerous metal and semiconductor substrates
results in the formation of dense highly oriented monolayer structures. These systems called self-
assembled monolayers exhibit an exemplary character and can be applied as test systems for new
experimental techniques.

This section addresses the chemisorption of two different thiol molecules on the Ir(111) sur-
face as well as on top of graphene supported Ir clusters. Up to now the majority of studies dealt
with alkanethiol molecules on the Au(111) surface. The adsorption mechanism and structure of
this standard system is introduced in the first chapter and compared to the findings on further
metal surfaces. Subsequently, the results for alkanethiols on the Ir(111)/graphene/Ir cluster sub-
strate obtained from 2PPES and STM experiments are presented in two individual sections and
compared to the established systems. Furthermore, the prospect to directly monitor photodisso-
ciation experiments is discussed.



5 The adsorption of organosulfur molecules

5.1 Introduction: Alkanethiol molecules on metal surfaces

Aliphatic and aromatic organosulfur molecules chemisorb onto metal surfaces and form self-
assembled monolayers (SAMs). These systems have been the subject of intensive research work
during the last decades, as reviewed in [43–46]. The particular interest is based on the possi-
bility to systematically modify the physicochemical properties of solid surfaces. On one hand,
fundamental surface characteristics can be studied by means of these model molecular systems
and on the other hand they have been predicted to be technologically important. Chemical sens-
ing [153, 154], biosensing [155] and the control of wetting properties [156] only represent some
examples for potential applications.

The thiol molecules attach to the surface via the metallophilic sulfur head groups and ar-
range in a densely packed structure with the alkyl group tilted off of the surface plane. The spe-
cific molecular packing habit results from the balance of different forces, which can be grouped
into three classes [44]:

• Interactions between thiol head groups and the metal surface

• Van der Waals interactions between the alkyl chains

• Interactions between the thiol end groups.

The first, strongest type of interaction leads to a localization of the electron density between
the sulfur and the metal surface similar to a chemical bond [157, 158]. Due to the fact that SAMs
on Au(111) represent the most frequently studied system the concepts and structures described in
the following two sections are based on experiments on the gold surface.

5.1.1 The adsorption of alkanethiols on metal surfaces

Self-assembled monolayers can either be deposited to the surface by immersion in a solution [159]
or via adsorption from the gas phase at ultrahigh vacuum conditions [160]. For alkyl chain lengths
between C4 and C12 both methods result in thin, epitaxially ordered organic films of molecules
[161]. In the present experiment the adsorbates were introduced by leaking the thiol molecules
into the UHV chamber.

The growth of highly oriented monolayer structures from the gas phase occurs in at least
two steps [162]. In the first step the alkanethiols (RSH) physisorb on the metal surface via van der
Waals interactions whereby the molecules tend to bind stronger to the surface than to each other.
Subsequently the molecules either chemisorb to the surface under the elimination of H2 or desorb
again into the gasphase.

2RSH ⇀↽ 2(RSH)Phys → 2RS− Au(111) + H2

For butanethiol on Au(111) the rate of conversion from a physisorbed to a chemisorbed
layer at a temperature 208 K of was found to be 4 · 10−4 s−1 [162]. At constant temperature the
probability of desorption decreases with increasing length of the alkyl chain. Consequently, the
chemisorption rate is enhanced for thiol molecules with longer alkyl chains.
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5.1 Introduction: Alkanethiol molecules on metal surfaces

5.1.2 Structure of alkanethiols on Au(111)

The structure of alkanethiol SAMS on Au(111) has been well characterized via LEED [163], in-
frared adsorption (IR) [164], and STM [165]. In figure 5.1 one of the first molecular resolution STM
images of octanethiol on Au(111) is presented and opposed to a schematic drawing of the a thiol
layer on Au(111). The hexagonally arranged Au atoms are illustrated by the white circles and the
gray circles represent the thiol overlayer.

Each bright feature in the STM image can be attributed to an individual thiol molecule. The
sulfur head groups bind to the threefold coordinated adsorption sites of the Au(111) surface and
form a commensurate (

√
3x
√

3)R30◦ structure with respect to the underlying Au(111) surface. In
this (

√
3x
√

3)R30◦ structure the surface coverage reaches a value of 0.33 thiol molecules per Au
surface atom and each thiol molecule has a calculated space requirement of 21.5 Å2. In addition, a
modulation in the intensity of the mapped thiol molecules is found in the STM image which results
from the presence of two discrete thiol conformations. In literature this superstructure is either
described as a (3x2

√
3) unit cell or as a c(4x2) superlattice of the hexagonal (

√
3x
√

3)R30◦ lattice.
This packing arrangement is found for alkanethiols of the form HS(CH2)n (0 ≤ n ≤ 21) [44] and
also in the case of alternate end groups like CnOH or CnNH2 [166]. However, for bulky end groups
with a molecular area of more than 21.5 Å2 per molecule, the structure becomes incommensurate
due to sterical effects [167, 168].

The interpretation of the internal structure of the unit cell is still under discussion because
the convolution of the STM tip with the numerous orientation and tilt domains can lead to a
false impression [44]. Based on IR investigations the two discrete molecular conformations are
attributed to an alternation of the hydrocarbon backbone plane [164]. Furthermore, the formation
of surface disulfides (R-S-Au-S-R) from neighboring sulfur atoms is suggested as a possible reason
for the observed superstructure [169, 170].

[121]

Octanethiol/Au(111)

10 Å

p(3x2√3)

p(3x2√3)

a) b)

Figure 5.1: a) Molecular resolution STM image of an octanethiol monolayer on Au(111). The two
superlattice unit cells used in literature are outlined on the figure. Reprinted with per-
mission from [44]. b) Schematic drawing of the (

√
3x
√

3)R30◦ overlayer (gray circles)
and the underlying Au(111) surface (white circles). The corresponding spacings and the
superstructure unit cell are indicated. Reprinted with permission from [165].
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5 The adsorption of organosulfur molecules

In large scale STM images a large number of pitlike defects with an average diameter of 2
- 5 nm and a depth of 0.25 nm which is equal to the Au(111) single-atom step height becomes
visible on the surface. These depressions are assigned to defects in the Au surface and not in the
alkanethiol layer [171].

5.1.3 Different metal substrates

Au(111) represents the standard substrate to investigate the structure, packing, stability, and in-
terfacial properties of SAMs on the molecular level. The gold surface is chosen because of its
chemical inertness. A preparation of the surface without a protective atmosphere and even from
the solution is possible without undesired contaminations. In contrast, other transition metal
surfaces are much more reactive and the dissociative adsorption of organic molecules has to be
considered [172]. Therefore, the self-assembling and the resulting structure detected on Au(111)
cannot be expected for every metal surface. A brief overview of the adsorption of alkanethiols on
different metal substrates is presented in the following.

Heinz et. al. studied the chemisorption of sulfides and alkanethiols on the Ag(111) sur-
face by means of STM [173]. They found a highly ordered hexagonal adsorbate lattice with a
(
√

7x
√

7)R10.9◦ coincidence cell for H2S and methanethiolate. For longer alkanethiols with alkyl
chains from 2 - 11 carbon atoms and dimethyl disulfides a similar hexagonal adsorbate lattice re-
sults, but no additional superstructure could be resolved. In order to obtain molecular resolution
STM images, the tunneling resistance had to be increased for increasing alkyl chain. This was
regarded as a direct proof presence of the alkyl chains in the tunneling gap.

A variety of experiments is reported for the interaction of alkanethiols with the Cu(111) and
Cu(110) surfaces. For example, the existence of two structural phases, a metastable honeycomb
structure and a pseudo-(100)structure, was demonstrated in STM studies of octanethiol on Cu(111)
[174]. An overview of the formation of SAMs on Cu single crystal surfaces is presented in the PhD
thesis of S. Vollmer [175]. A schematic illustration of the adsorption behaviour of heptanethiol
on Cu(110) is given which is displayed in figure 5.2. The general behaviour can be transferred to
other systems, but the temperature regions for the single adsorption steps vary as a function of
the metal surface and alkanethiol species. Consequently, also the temperature from which on the
molecules completely decompose (red dashed line) varies for different substrate metals.

Investigations on Mo(110) reveal several possible mechanisms for different alkyl thiolate
reactions on the surface which involve a homolytic C-S bond cleavage around 300 K. Instead
of a molecular desorption, as observed on Au(111), a complete dissociation of the organosulfur
molecules is observed upon heating, while pure C and S remain on the surface. The results ob-
tained from the Mo(110) substrate are reviewed in [172].

A combined temperature-programmed desorption (TPD) and X-ray photoelectron spec-
troscopy (XPS) of alkanethiols on Pt(111) showed a stepwise dissociation of the chemisorbed
molecules with increasing temperature in which the extent of dissociation depends on the length
of the alkyl chain. At temperatures around 400 K a complete dissociation sets in for alkanethiols
with up to four C atoms [176]. However, very little is known about the structure of SAMS on
Pt(111) and no long range order in the alkyl thiol monolayers was detected by LEED [177].
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Figure 5.2: Schematical drawing of the adsorption of alkanethiols on metal surfaces after [175]. The de-
noted temperature regions apply to heptanethiol on Cu(110) and the red dashed line marks
the temperature from which a complete decomposition of the molecules occurs.

Some knowledge about possible surface structures on further transition metal surfaces can
be drawn from the adsorption of sulfur from the gas phase using H2S as a carrier gas. LEED
investigations of S on Pd(111) gave rise to a (

√
3x
√

3)R30◦ structure at room temperature. But in
additional STM studies several further coexisting S patterns were observed at the surface [178].

Up to now neither the adsorption of alkanethiols on the Ir(111) surface nor on supported Ir
clusters was investigated. Based on a well-ordered LEED pattern the decomposition of H2S on the
surface at room temperature was found to result in a (

√
3x
√

3)R30◦ structure, which corresponds
to a one-third monolayer coverage of sulfur adatoms [179].

Next to variations in the structure and possible dissociation reactions the sticking possibility
of alkanethiols differs for different metal substrates. In the case of the inert Au(111) an exposure of
the surface to up to 5000 L is necessary to reach saturation [161] while less than 30 L are required
to completely cover the Cu(111) surface at room temperature [175]. The 2PPES experiments pre-
sented in chapter 4.4 revealed an adsorption of butanethiol after the admission of 10 L. A detailed
investigation of the adsorption behaviour by means of 2PPES is presented in the subsequent sec-
tion.

5.2 Experimental results: Two-photon photoemission spectroscopy

The chemisorption of two different thiol molecules, namely butanethiol and 3-bromothiophenol,
on the Ir(111) surface as well as on top of graphene supported Ir clusters was investigated by
means of 2PPES. These molecules were chosen due to the different sterical and electronical prop-
erties of the alkyl group. In order to circumvent one-photonic transitions into vacuum, as found
for butanethiol (chapter 4.4), an excitation wavelength of 400 nm was chosen which gives rise to
two-photonic processes for substrate work functions from 3.2 - 6.1 eV.

5.2.1 Butanethiol

The investigation of several different adsorbate-surface systems like, e.g., oxygen on Ag(110),
(111), and (100) surfaces [180] or Xe on Pd(110) [181] revealed the work function change ∆Φ of
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5 The adsorption of organosulfur molecules

a metal surface to be proportional to its coverage with adsorbates as it is expressed by the follow-
ing equation [181]:

∆Φ = 2π · ns · µ (31)

ns = Surface concentration in adsorbate atoms per cm2

µ = Dipole moment of the adsorbate-suface complex

Based on this equation the dipole moment of the adsorbate-surface complex is responsible
for the work function change observed upon the adsorption of molecules onto a surface. In fig-
ure 5.3 a) a series of photoemission spectra obtained from the stepwise coverage of Ir(111) with
butanethiol at 170 K is presented. The thiol molecules were introduced into the UHV chamber
in 1 L steps via a leak valve. The dosage of 1 L corresponds to a background pressure of 4.3 ·
10−8 mbar for 30 s. Due to the high adsorption affinity of the alkanethiols on the chamber walls,
it took several minutes of pumping to reach the previous base pressure again. Further molecules
can adsorb to the surface during this time and the real amount of deposited thiols is larger after a
dosage step indicated as 1 L. All 2PPE spectra were recorded when the base pressure was reached
again.

A monotone decrease of the work function is observed for an exposure of the surface to 1 -
4 L butanethiol, while no further change of the spectral width was detected during further thiol
admission. Consequently, about 4 L butanethiol are required to cover the Ir(111) surface with one
layer of butanethiol at the applied experimental conditions. Although no change of the spectral
width was observed upon a dosage of more than 4 L butanethiol the physisorption of multilayers,
which do not influence the work function, is possible.

20

1ML Butanethiol

Ir(111)

∆Φ = 1.5 eV

a) b)

Figure 5.3: a) Series of 2PPE spectra obtained from the Ir(111) surface with increasing butanethiol
coverage. The spectra were recorded at an excitation wavelength of 400 nm. The original
experimental data are represented by thin gray lines, which were low pass FFT filtered to
obtain the colored spectra. b) Global sample work function as a function of the butanethiol
coverage. Saturation coverage is reached after the admission of about 4 L butanethiol.
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Temperature programmed desorption experiments on a Cu substrate revealed the multi-
layer desorption peak of butanethiol to arise at about 160 K [182].

The global work function as a function of the thiol dosage is presented in figure 5.3 b). It
decreases by 1.5 eV from 5.5 eV for clean Ir(111) to 4.0 eV at saturation coverage and therefore is
in good agreement with a work function change of 1 - 2 eV upon the adsorption of self-assembled
monolayers which has been reported in literature [144, 152, 183]. The error bars shown in figure
5.3 b) correspond to the reading accuracy of the spectrum width (± 0.1 eV) from which the work
function is obtained and to the accuracy of the pressure adjustment for molecule admission (± 0.4
L). For all further 2PPE experiments presented in this chapter the same error bars were assumed.

Furthermore, the admission of butanethiol to an Ir(111)/0.25 ML graphene surface with 29
% of the graphene islands covered by Ir clusters (for the determination of this value see chapter
3.3.3) was investigated by 2PPES. In figure 5.4 an STM image recoded after the preparation of this
surface is shown. This image is representative for all 2PPES and STM experiments described in
chapter 5, because every cluster covered surface exposed to thiol molecules was prepared with
the same parameters. In the following text the Ir(111)/0.25 ML graphene surface with 29 % of
the graphene islands covered by Ir clusters will be abbreviated as Ir(111)/0.25 ML graphene/Ir
cluster surface.

The 2PPES spectra recorded from the bare Ir(111) surface, the Ir(111)/0.25 ML graphene/Ir
cluster surface, and the completely thiol covered surface at an excitation wavelength of 400 nm
are compared in figure 5.5 a). The adsorption behaviour of the cluster sample is the same as of
the bare Ir(111) surface (see figure 5.3) and saturation coverage is reached after an exposure to 4
L butanethiol. In figure 5.5 b) the global work function as a function of the butanethiol admission
is displayed. The change of the work function, induced by covering the Ir(111) substrate with
graphene and Ir clusters, is in agreement with the results from the experiments at 266 nm laser
wavelength (see chapter 4.2.1).

Figure 5.4: STM image obtained from an Ir(111)/0.25 ML graphene surface with 29 % of the graphene
islands covered by Ir clusters (tunneling parameters: 125 nm x 63 nm, 2.8 V, 0.3 nA). This
image is representative for all Ir(111)/0.25 ML/Ir cluster surfaces prepared for the thiol
adsorption experiments.
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Figure 5.5: a) Comparison of 2PPE spectra obtained from the Ir(111) surface, the Ir(111)/0.25 ML
graphene/Ir cluster surface and the completely thiol covered cluster surface, recorded at an
excitation wavelength of 400 nm. The original experimental data are represented by thin
gray lines, which were low pass FFT filtered to obtain the colored spectra. b) Global sample
work function as a function of the butanethiol coverage. Saturation coverage is reached
after the admission of about 4 L of butanethiol.

Due to the linear correlation between the work function change and the coverage of the
surface with butanethiol, it can be obtained from the 2PPE spectra onto which part of the hetero-
geneous sample the thiols can be adsorbed:

The surface of the bare cluster sample consists of three components, namely 75 % Ir(111),
17% graphene, and 8 % Ir clusters. After the adsorption of a complete monolayer of butanethiol,
the global work function is reduced by 1.2 eV. Compared to the decrease of 1.5 eV measured
after the adsorption of a monolayer of butanethiol on the bare Ir(111) surface the work function
change is 20 % lower on the heterogeneous cluster sample. Consequently, the thiol molecules do
not attach to every surface component. At least the graphene areas covering 17 % of the surface
appear to remain clean upon thiol admission. If and to which amount the thiol molecules stick
to the Ir clusters cannot definitely be determined from the 2PPES data, but it seems that they are
at minimum partially covered. A more definite answer to this question can be obtained from the
STM experiments presented in section 5.3.

5.2.2 3-Bromothiophenol

For comparison with the results obtained from the butanethiol experiments a second thiol molecule,
namely 3-Bromothiophenol - referred to as 3BTP in the following text - was investigated by means
of 2PPES and STM in the new experimental setup. This molecule was chosen because of the en-
hanced electronegative character of the additional bromide in the arene end group. It changes
the physicochemical properties of the SAM and therefore a different influence on the electronic
structure of the substrate is expected.
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1ML 3BTP
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Figure 5.6: a) Series of 2PPE spectra obtained from the Ir(111) surface with increasing 3BTP coverage.
The original experimental data are represented by thin gray lines, which were low pass FFT
filtered to obtain the colored spectra. b) Global sample work function as a function of the
3BTP coverage. Saturation coverage is reached after the admission of about 4 L 3BTP.

Furthermore, the adsorbate film formation might be modified compared to butanethiol be-
cause of a variation of the thiol size on the one hand and a stronger interaction between the bromi-
nated end groups on the other hand.

A series of photoemission spectra obtained from the stepwise coverage of Ir(111) with 3BTP
at 170 K and an excitation wavelength of 400 nm is presented in figure 5.6 a). As in the case of
butanethiol, the spectrum width increases with increasing thiol admission. After 4 L the saturation
coverage is reached and no further change in the work function can be observed in the spectra.

The exact analysis of the global work function as a function of the 3BTP admission is rep-
resented in figure 5.6 b). Compared to the bare Ir(111) surface, a work function change of 0.9 eV
occurs upon the adsorption of a complete ML 3BTP. The interpretation of this value with regard
to the results from the adsorption of butanethiol is discussed in the subsequent section.

5.2.3 Comparison and discussion

The 2PPES experiments presented in the previous chapters demonstrated that 2PPES appears to be
an appropriate method to follow the adsorption behaviour of different thiol molecules as a func-
tion of the substrate composition and dosage amount. Furthermore, the influence of organosulfur
molecules on the electronic structure can be monitored. In figure 5.7 the main results from the
adsorption of butanethiol and 3BTP on the Ir(111) surface are compared. A ball-and-stick model
of these two molecules is shown on the right side of the figure.

The main result of the 2PPES experiments for both molecules is a distinct decrease of the
global work function which is stronger in the case of butanethiol. The difference of 0.6 eV indicates
that at least one of the investigated molecules is chemisorbed without complete dissociation.
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1ML 

20

∆Φ = 0.6 eV

Figure 5.7: Comparison of the global sample work function change upon the adsorption of butanethiol
and 3BTP. In the case of butanethiol the work function at saturation coverage has decreased
by 0.6 eV more than in the case of 3BTP. A ball-and-stick model of these two molecules
(3BTP upper molecule and butanethiol lower molecule) illustrates the differences in the
alkyl end groups (H = white, C = gray, S = yellow and Br = red).

If both molecules would completely decompose, leaving pure S and C on the surface, a
similar work function change would occur.

The reason for the strong influence of the SAMS on the work function is still under discus-
sion [144, 152, 184]. In comparison to a weakly adsorbing species like Xe, for which equation 31
was set up [181], additional effects, for example an interface charge rearrangement, may occur
due to bond formation. Some theoretical studies reveal a metal to molecule charge transfer as the
main reason for the work function change ∆Φ [185], while other models consider this effect to be
negligible [184]. They assume the bonds between the thiolate molecules and the metal surfaces to
generate an interface dipole [152,184] similar to the Xe adsorption studies. A combined theoretical
and experimental investigation also confirms the interface dipole theory [144].

On the basis of the interface dipole theory the smaller work function change in the case of
3BTP could be well understood. The bromide substituent attracts charge to its side due to its
electronegativity of 2.95 on the Pauling scale. As a consequence, the interaction between the thiol
molecule and the surface and thus the interface dipole moment might be reduced compared to
butanethiol, which could induce the less pronounced work function change.

A second factor which determines the work function change for the two different thiol
molecules is the density of the corresponding adsorption structure. If less molecules can be ad-
sorbed per surface area, a less pronounced influence on the work function results. In order to
unravel this parameter, STM experiments were carried out. The results of these measurements are
presented in the subsequent section.
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5.3 Experimental results: Scanning tunneling microscopy

In this chapter the adsorption behaviour of butanethiol and 3BTP mapped by means of STM is pre-
sented and discussed. Up to now merely the decomposition of H2S on Ir(111) was monitored [179]
but nothing is known about the adsorption of thiol molecules on the Ir(111) surface. Furthermore,
this chapter presents the first molecular adsorption studies on graphene supported metal clusters.
It was found that the direct imaging of adsorbed thiol species on the stable monodisperse Ir clus-
ter lattice on top of the graphene islands is possible. All STM images presented in the following
text were recorded after a thiol admission of 10 L to ensure a coverage of the Ir(111) surface with
a complete monolayer of butanethiol.

5.3.1 Butanethiol on Ir(111)

The first question addressed in the STM experiments was, if a distinct (low) temperature is re-
quired to adsorb butanethiol on the Ir(111) surface. Figure 5.8 presents a series of STM images.
In the first step, the Ir(111) surface as prepared was investigated at room temperature (figure
5.8a)) and clean terraces of monoatomic height were found as expected. Subsequently, 10 L of
butanethiol were admitted while the sample remained on top of the STM. In this case no differ-
ence compared to the freshly prepared Ir(111) surface appeared after thiol admission (figure 5.8
b)). In contrast to the 2PPES measurements performed on the cooled Ir surface (170 K) the sample
temperature on top of the STM is 300 K. Therefore, the surface was cooled to 170 K and the thiol
dosage of 10 L was repeated. Upon this process a dotlike regular structure has been detected on
the Ir(111) terraces which can be attributed to chemisorbed butanethiol molecules. As a result,
it has to be concluded that butanethiol does not physisorb on the Ir(111) surface at room tem-
perature and therefore a conversion into the chemisorbed species which would be visible in STM
measurements cannot take place. All subsequent STM images showing chemisorbed molecules
were recorded after the exposure of the surface to butanethiol at 170 K.

a) b) c)

Figure 5.8: STM images (63 nm x 63 nm) of the Ir(111) surface a) as prepared, b) after the insitu
admission of 10 L butanethiol at room temperature and c) after the admission of 10 L bu-
tanethiol on the cooled Ir(111) surface at 170 K (tunneling parameters 0.3 nA, 2.85 V, 1/f
filter applied).
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In order to analyze the structure of butanethiol on Ir(111) further STM images were recorded.
In figure 5.9 a) the dotlike structure, which appears upon butanethiol admission is presented in
molecular resolution. At this magnification disordered areas (see figure 5.9 a), open white circle)
are found next to areas with a hexagonal structure (see figure 5.9 a), open white square). The
disordered as well as the hexagonal thiol structure is repeatedly found on top of Ir(111) terraces
and across Ir(111) step edges.

The enlarged image section shown in figure 5.9 b) presents a closer look at the adsorption
structure of butanethiol on Ir(111). Height profiles taken across the ordered areas as exemplary
shown along the white lines in the presented image (figure 5.9 b)), give rise to a mean distance
of 7.5 ± 0.5 Å between the adjacent white protrusions (figure 5.9 c)). This value corresponds
to about three times the nearest-neighbor distance in the Ir(111) unit cell (2.72 Å ). The absolute
height cannot be determined from these height profiles, because the images were taken in the
differentiated mode.

After the analysis of the dotlike structure, the nature of the single bright features needs to
be discussed. A comparison to the findings on the Au(111) surface [186] (see chapter 5.1) suggests
that each white protrusion can be attributed to the adsorption of a single thiol molecule. However,
it cannot definitely be demonstrated from the images, if butanethiol adsorbs to the Ir(111) surface
without further dissociation or if the molecules decompose at a temperature of 300 K at which the
STM images were recorded. Due to the localization of the electron density between the sulfur atom
and the metal surface [157, 158] the resulting surface structures with and without the alkyl chains
are expected to appear similar in STM. The fact that a rather high minimal tunneling resistance
(6.67 GΩ) is required to maintain molecular resolution is a hint for the presence of the alkyl chains
in the tunneling gap [173].

0.75 nma) b)

0.75 nm

c)

Figure 5.9: The structure of butanethiol on Ir(111): a) STM image recorded after the admission of
10 L butanethiol at 170 K (tunneling parameters: 35 nm x 35 nm, 0.3 nA, 2.13 V, 1/f
filter applied). The open white square highlights an area with a hexagonal structure. The
open white circle highlights an disordered area. b) Enlarged image section showing the
structure of butanethiol on Ir(111). c) The height profiles along the white lines give rise to
a thiol distance of 7.5 Å (tunneling parameters: 6.6 nm x 6.6 nm, 0.3 nA, 2.60 V, 1/f filter
applied).
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5.3 Experimental results: Scanning tunneling microscopy

For the Au(111) [165] and the Ag(111) [173] surface a modulation in the intensity of the
mapped thiol molecules was found in the STM images which results from the presence of two
discrete thiol conformations. In the STM experiments with butanethiol on the Ir(111) surface pre-
sented here, such a superstructure could not be resolved.

To sum up, a surface structure is formed on the Ir(111) surface upon the admission of bu-
tanethiol to saturation coverage at 170 K. Both, disordered areas as well as hexagonal arranged
thiol molecules exist side by side.

5.3.2 Butanethiol on graphene supported Ir cluster superlattices

The photoemission experiments presented in chapter 5.2 revealed that butanethiol does not attach
to every component of the Ir(111)/graphene/Ir cluster system. This fact, especially the question if
the molecules stick to the Ir clusters, can be illustrated by means of the STM experiments presented
in this section. In figure 5.10 a) an STM image of the cluster covered surface recorded after the
exposure to 10 L butanethiol at 170 K is shown. In order to investigate bare graphene areas next
to Ir clusters, the sample was briefly heated to about 500 K prior to thiol admission at 170 K.
Subsequent to this heating step larger clusters with enhanced distances were found on the surface
because of cluster coalescence.

On the bare Ir(111) terraces and the Ir islands of monoatomic step height which grow upon
Ir deposition the thiol structure known from the experiments on pure Ir(111) is mapped. In con-
trast, no butanethiol adsorption is observed on top of the graphene islands in accordance with the
expectations from the 2PPES measurements. The STM image in figure 5.10 b) showing an uncov-
ered graphene flake supports this point. The moiré superstructure of graphene is resolved but
no additional features due to thiol molecules arise. On top of the Ir clusters in figure 5.10 a) some
white protrusions can be monitored but due to image contrast effects the coalesced clusters appear
very bright and it is hard to distinguish between the cluster surface and possible thiol adsorbates
in this measurement.

a) b)

Figure 5.10: 25 nm x 25 nm STM images recorded after the butanethiol adsorption on a) the
Ir/graphene/Ir cluster system (tunneling parameters: 0.3 nA, 1.62 V, 1/f filter applied)
and b) on the Ir(111) surface with a bare graphene island (tunneling parameters: 0.3 nA,
2.81 V, 1/f filter applied).
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5 The adsorption of organosulfur molecules

Consequently, a more detailed analysis of Ir cluster superlattices after the exposure to bu-
tanethiol at 170 K was carried out. In this experiment an Ir(111)/0.25 ML graphene surface with
29 % of the graphene islands covered by Ir clusters was prepared (see figure 5.4) and imaged with
a lower tunneling contrast to avoid a cut-off of the molecules adsorbed to the Ir clusters which
appear very bright at a high contrast.

The resulting STM images presented in figure 5.11 clearly demonstrates that the thiol ad-
sorption is also observed on the surface of the Ir clusters. They do not appear like smooth spheres
anymore but are surrounded by dotlike features which can be attributed to a single thiol molecule
each. On top of some clusters even a hexagonal arrangement of the bright features can be mapped
as highlighted by the white square in figure 5.11 b). These findings raise the question, whether the
hexagonal adsorption structure is similar to the one on the bare Ir(111) surface. Therefore, height
profiles were taken across the ordered areas to determine the distance between adjacent thiol ad-
sorbates. In figure 5.11 the results obtained on top of the Ir clusters and on the neighboring Ir
terraces are compared.

In the case of both surface components a mean distance of 7.5 ± 0.5 Å is found. This
indicates that the hexagonal structure found on the bare Ir(111) is also formed on top of the Ir
clusters surface upon butanethiol adsorption. The clusters are known to grow epitaxially with the
(111) cluster planes parallel to the substrate and the 〈11̄0〉 cluster directions parallel to the 〈11̄0〉
directions of the Ir surface [33, 106]. Thus, their surfaces correspond to small Ir(111) islands on
which the molecules can adsorb.

a) b)

c)

Figure 5.11: Series of STM images showing the formation of a butanethiol structure on top of the Ir
cluster superlattice (a) 12 nm x 12 nm (tunneling parameters: 0.3 nA, 1.2 V, 1/f filter
applied); b) 9 nm x 9 nm (tunneling parameters: 0.3 nA, 1.6 V, 1/f filter applied), the
white square and the white spots highlight the hexagonal structure on top of the framed
cluster; c) 7 nm x 25 nm (tunneling parameters 0.3 nA, 2.85 V).
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5.3 Experimental results: Scanning tunneling microscopy
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Figure 5.12: STM image of the butanethiol structure on top of an Ir cluster nanostructure (20 nm x
20 nm, tunneling parameters: 0.3 nA, 1.2 V, 1/f filter applied). The height profiles along
the white lines give rise to a thiol distance of 7.5 Å on the clusters as well as on the
neighboring Ir(111) areas.

The STM images presented in figure 5.11 and figure 5.12 were recorded from an Ir(111)/ 0.25
ML graphene surface with 29 % of the graphene islands covered by Ir clusters. In chapter 3.3.3 the
clusters on this surface were found to consist of 46 atoms distributed to two or three layers and
a possible model of the two-layer as well as of the three-layer clusters was proposed (see figure
3.16). In the following text the question, whether the number of thiol atoms observed on top of a
single cluster fits to this model, is addressed. In figure 5.13 a) a schematic drawing of an Ir(111)
surface (gray dots) covered by thiol molecules (yellow dots) is presented. Although a slightly
lower value was found from the STM images (7.5 ± 0.5 Å ) a butanethiol distance of three times
the nearest-neighbor distance in the Ir(111) unit cell (2.72 Å ) is assumed for simplification and the
thiol molecules are supposed to bind to the threefold coordinated adsorption sites of the Ir(111)
surface.

3a

a

a) b)

Figure 5.13: a) Schematic drawing of an Ir(111) surface covered by thiol molecules. b) Transfer of
the thiol structure from the Ir(111) surface to the two cluster models proposed for an
Ir(111)/graphene surface with 29 % of the graphene islands covered by Ir clusters. In
both drawings the Ir atoms are presented as gray dots and the butanethiol molecules are
presented as yellow dots.
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5 The adsorption of organosulfur molecules

In figure 5.13 b) the two cluster models proposed for an Ir(111)/graphene surface with 29 %
of the graphene islands covered by Ir clusters is presented again (gray dots). A transfer of the thiol
structure (yellow dots) from the Ir(111) surface (figure 5.13 a)) to these cluster models shows that
about 4 - 7 thiol molecules are able to adsorb to each cluster, if the proposed models corresponds
to the real situation. In the STM images showing the adsorption of butanethiol to the Ir clusters
(figure 5.11 and figure 5.12) about 4 - 8 thiol molecules per cluster can be observed. Consequently,
the model assumed for the Ir cluster size employed in the thiol experiments fits very well to the
number of thiol molecules found to adsorb to a single cluster.

5.3.3 3-Bromothiophenol on Ir(111)

The second molecule investigated on the Ir(111) surface by means of STM was 3BTP. Due to its
different structural and electronic properties a variation in the formed surface structure was ex-
pected. STM experiments dealing with halogen substituted arenethiol molecules on the Cu(111)
surface [187] already revealed them to exhibit a modified adsorption pattern compared to alka-
nethiols on Cu(111) [174] (see discussion in chapter 5.3.5). In figure 5.14 two STM images recorded
after the exposure of the Ir(111) substrate to 10 L butanethiol at 170 K are shown.

The chemisorption structure of 3BTP obviously differs from the one found upon butanethiol
adsorption. Once again partially-ordered areas are formed. However, in contrast to the hexagonal
arrangement found for butanethiol on Ir(111), the 3BTP molecules organize in rows, which are
apparently aligned in parallel.

The evaluation of numerous height profiles as exemplary shown in figure 5.14 c) for the
white lines indicated in figure 5.14 a) and b) results in a mean distance of 5 ± 1 Å between the
adjacent bright features arranged in a row. This value corresponds to about twice the nearest-
neighbor distance of 2.72 Å in the Ir(111) unit cell and is by one third smaller compared to the
butanethiol distance on Ir(111). In contrast, the distance between two parallel thiol rows is not
well defined and ranges between 7.5 - 10 Å .

0.5 nm

a) b)

(2)

(2)

(1)

(1)

0.5 nm

c)

Figure 5.14: The structure of 3BTP on Ir(111): a) 35 nm x 35 nm STM image recorded after the
admission of 10 L 3BTP at 170 K (tunneling parameters: 0.4 nA, 1.12 V, 1/f filter applied).
b) 20 nm x 20 nm STM image showing the 3BTP structure in more detail (tunneling
parameters: 0.3 nA, 1.97 V, 1/f filter applied). c) The height profiles across the white lines
give rise to a thiol distance of 5 Å.
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5.3 Experimental results: Scanning tunneling microscopy

5.3.4 3-Bromothiophenol on graphene supported Ir cluster superlattices

Subsequent to the experiments on the bare Ir(111) surface, the adsorption behaviour of 3BTP on
the different surface components of the Ir(111)/graphene/Ir cluster surface was monitored. The
results from these experiments are summarized in figure 5.15.

In accordance with the case of butanethiol no chemisorption of 3BTP takes place on top of
the graphene islands, but on the surface of the Ir clusters. On the cluster highlighted by the white
square in 5.15 b) two parallel rows of well-ordered molecules are resolved. The height profile
along one of these rows yields in the same distance between two adsorbed 3BTP molecules as
found on the Ir(111) terraces, namely 5 ± 1 Å. Hence, the adsorption behaviour of the molecules
on the cluster surfaces appears to correlate with the findings on the flat substrate as well in this
case.

a) b)

0.5 nm

x / nm

Figure 5.15: a) 32 nm x 64 nm STM image recorded after the 3BTP adsorption on the Ir/graphene
surface without (upper image, tunneling parameters: 0.3 nA, 2.07 V, 1/f filter applied)
and with Ir Clusters grown on the graphene islands (lower image, tunneling parameters:
0.3 nA, 0.89 V, 1/f filter applied). b) 10 nm x 13 nm STM image showing the formation of
a 3BTP structure on top of the Ir cluster superlattice (tunneling parameters: 0.3 nA, 0.9
V, 1/f filter applied). The height profile across the white line indicates a thiol distance of 5
Å on top of the highlighted cluster.
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5 The adsorption of organosulfur molecules

5.3.5 Comparison and discussion

In summary, the adsorption pattern of butanethiol and 3BTP can be mapped on the Ir(111) surface
and on the surface of Ir clusters grown on graphene islands. The geometric arrangement of the
observed molecular structures is identical for the molecule adsorption on Ir(111) and Ir clusters,
respectively. However, the two different molecules (butanethiol and 3BTP) investigated exhibit
distinctly different adsorption structures in the STM images.

In the case of butanethiol a hexagonal surface structure with a thiol distance of 7.5± 0.5 Å is
found, while parallel rows are formed upon 3BTP adsorption. Within these rows a distance of 5
± 1 Å between the thiol molecules, but a larger distance between the single rows can be obtained
from the STM images. The facts that two different adsorption structures are observed and that the
quality of the STM images strongly depends on the tunneling resistance indicate the adsorption
of intact thiol molecules.

The hexagonal structure of butanethiol on Ir goes in line with the findings for alkanethiols
on different metal substrates, like for example Au(111) [165], Ag(111) [173] or Cu(111) [174]. In
contrast, very little is known about the geometry of halogen substituted arenethiol layers. Wong et
al. investigated the chemisorption of 4BTP on Cu(111) with low temperature STM and found these
thiols to exhibit a (4 x 3) pattern, which corresponds to a coverage of 1 BTP per 12 Cu atoms [187].
The thiol molecules thereby lie flat on the surface and are aligned in parallel rows with the Br and
S atoms of neighboring molecules facing each other.

In comparison, these parallel rows are also found upon the adsorption of 3BTP on Ir(111)
and on the surface of Ir clusters, but the distance between two adjacent thiol molecules is surpris-
ingly small. A row of three flat lying 3BTP molecules (see figure 5.16), drawn as a ball-and-stick
model, emphasises this point.

Due to their lateral extend the single molecules are almost in contact with each other at a
mean distance of 5 ± 1 Å . This finding implies the question whether the molecules might par-
tially decompose upon the adsorption on Ir or upon the annealing from 170 K surface preparation
temperature to 300 K STM temperature. A splitting off of the bromine substituent would for ex-
ample increase the molecular distance and decrease the interaction strength of the arene groups,
but this behaviour cannot be monitored in the present experiments. Therefore it appears more
likely to argue that the narrow arrangement observed in the STM experiments is based on a tilt of
the arene groups off the surface plane at room temperature.

455 pm

500 pm

54
0 

pm

Figure 5.16: Ball-and-stick model of three thiol molecules arranged in a row with a mean distance of 5
Å . The calculated edge lengths of these molecules are indicated.
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5.4 3BTP: Surface irradiation experiments

5.4 3BTP: Surface irradiation experiments

Thiol molecules adsorbed to an Ir(111)/graphene/Ir cluster surface provide an ideal starting point
for photodissociation experiments, because they can directly be mapped in molecular resolution.
In the present work, the question whether a change of the single molecules or the adsorption
structure occurs upon laser irradiation was investigated. The results of the corresponding STM
measurements are illustrated in figure 5.17.

3BTP was adsorbed to the Ir(111)/graphene/Ir cluster surface as described above and mon-
itored by means of STM. This molecule was chosen due to the enhanced electronegativity in the
arene group, which might facilitate a possible photodissociation. A mean distance of 5 Å be-
tween two neighboring 3BTP molecules, obtained from the corresponding height profiles, is in
agreement with the STM experiments described in section 5.3.2. Subsequently, the sample surface
was illuminated by femtosecond laser pulses with an energy of 266 nm in two different ways.

0.5 nm

0.5 nm

0.5 nm

0.5 nm

a)

b)

(1)

(2)

(1)

(1)

(2)

(1)

(2)

(2)

Figure 5.17: 30 nm x 30 nm STM image of 3BTP chemisorbed to the Ir(111)/graphene/Ir cluster sys-
tem a) prior to (tunneling parameters: 0.3 nA, 0.89 V, 1/f filter applied) and b) after the
irradiation of the surface with 266 nm laser light (tunneling parameters: 0.3 nA, 0.51 V,
1/f filter applied). The height profile across the white line gives rise to a mean thiol distance
of 5 Å .
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5 The adsorption of organosulfur molecules

First, the unfocussed laser beam with its usual diameter of about 1 mm was guided into
the UHV chamber and scanned across the surface. Afterwards, a homebuilt beam expander, con-
sisting of a plano-concave and a plano-convex lens, was introduced into the beam path and the
resulting expanded beam with a diameter of 5 mm was used to illuminate the center of the Ir crys-
tal for several minutes. Therefore, it was ensured that the complete area, which can be mapped
via STM, was irradiated with laser light.

In a comparison of the STM images, recorded prior to (figure 5.17 a)) and after the light
irradiation experiments (figure 5.17 b)), neither an obvious change of the dotlike adsorption struc-
ture of the thiols nor of the single 3BTP features appears. This observation raises the question
whether no dissociation of the chemisorbed thiols takes place or if the dissociated species do not
look different, because of the still intact sulfur-metal bond, where the electron density is localized.

Subsequent to all 2PPES experiments, the photoemission spectrometer was slightly modi-
fied and thus converted into a ToF mass spectrometer (see chapter 2.3.2). Consequently, charged
molecular fragments, formed upon the photodissociation of adsorbed molecules, can be detected
according to their mass-to-charge ratio.

However, the irradiation of 3BTP adsorbed to the Ir(111)/graphene/Ir cluster surface with
266 nm laser pulses did not lead to any detectable mass signal. This finding favors the assumption
that no dissociation occurs. Further investigations have to be carried out to unravel the real reason
for the observations presented in this chapter.
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6 Outlook

The results presented in the present thesis also demonstrate future prospects for the investigation
of photodissociation dynamics of a probe molecule adsorbed on the Ir(111)/graphene/Ir cluster
system in spatio-temporal resolution within the newly built experimental setup. One major objec-
tive of further experiments is to find a suitable system in which the irradiation of the surface leads
to a detectable change in the STM images.

In literature only some experiments deal with the effect of laser radiation on chemisorbed
thiol molecules. Li et. al. detected an intact desorption of different thiols which were deposited
to the Au(111) surface by immersion in a solution with Fourier transform mass spectrometry at
an excitation wavelength of 193 nm [188]. This correlates to further results obtained by means of
two-laser mass spectrometry of sulfide self-assembled monolayers on Au(111) [189]. In these ex-
periments, the thiols were desorbed at a wavelength of 337 nm and subsequently photoionized at
wavelength of 118 nm. Again an intact desorption of the molecules accompanied by the formation
of dimers was found.

In the case of 3BTP neither on Ir(111) nor on the Ir clusters an intact desorption took place
because the adsorption structure remained unchanged during the irradiation of the surface at an
excitation wavelength of 266 nm. The following points suggest some possibilities to visualize the
effect of laser radiation on molecules adsorbed to the Ir(111)/graphene/cluster system:

• The interaction of organosulfur molecules with the Ir(111) surface is expected to be much
stronger compared to the Au(111) surface. Consequently, the irradiation of 3BTP adsorbed to
Ir(111) or graphene supported Ir clusters with a smaller excitation wavelength might induce
a desorption of the thiol species.

• A further possible attempt to directly map the desorption dynamics of thiol molecules on
supported clusters would be a change from Ir to Au as cluster deposition material. First
experiments with graphene supported Au clusters showed that a well-ordered cluster su-
perlattice is harder to prepare but feasible via the former deposition of Ir seed clusters [33].

• When choosing 3BTP as a probe molecule the first intention was that it might decompose
instead of desorbing from the surface because of the enhanced electronegativity in the arene
group. A systematic investigation of further thiols with different substituents in the organic
end group could be carried out to find a molecule which either decomposes or desorbs at
266 nm. For example fluorinated thiol molecules might fulfil these requirements.

• Furthermore, the photodissociation of a different molecular species could be investigated.
In the literature the adsorption and electron induced atom-by-atom dehalogenation of por-
phyrin derivatives was monitored on Ag(111) [190]. Hence, the question whether a laser
induced dehalogenation can be visualized via STM experiments could be addressed in fu-
ture experiments.
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